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ABSTRACT
The works of John Milton Oskison, Cherokee writer,
originally published in popular magazines, have been out of
print since the 1920s.

Oskison's stories h3ve often been

dismissed as sentimental and lacking a Native American
focus; a more diligent reading, however, shows subtle and
complex Native American motifs and concerns.
John Oskison was born in Indian Territory in 1874,
attended Willie Halsell College,

Stanford and Harvard

Universities, and then began to write for major New York
magazines.

It was not necessarily popular nor politically

advantageous at that time to be known as Indian, especially
if one wished to influence public opinion as a journalist.
Oskison's Native American point of view and sympathy are
strongly

coded

in

the

text,

embedded

displacements and rhetorical silences.

in

narrative

His are "writerly"

texts; at the most superficial level readers may see only
populist and assimilationist "messages," but the narrative
complexities belie such easy readings.
Oskison grappled with the issues of being a highly
educated mixed-blood trying to defend a tribal heritage
while speaking in the most public arenas.

This disserta-

tion is a critical examination of the way this struggle
manifests itself in his literary production.
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JOHN MILTON OSKISON:
Native American Modernist

PREFACE

John

Milton

Oskison

begins

autobiography

his

manuscript with these sentences:
I have thought of myself sometimes as a replica
in temperament of my restless,
tempered father.

nervous,

short-

I could not tell my own story

without first sketching his nomadic life although
I

have

little material,

what-ever.

and no documentation

I have known no one else as reticent

about himself in talk as father; and he never
learned to write, except to scrawl his signature.
In those few sentences lie several pieces of information
helpful to the reader who is considering John Oskison's
literary works--his

short stories,

essays,

and

novels.

Many of the themes hinted at in that passage appear in
various configurations and repetitions especially in his
short stories--the study at hand.
analysis of Oskison' s

Therefore any critical

short stories should not fail

to

consider Oskison's coming to terms with his own father--"a
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restless, nervous, short-tempered, nomadic" man who raised
his four sons and a stepdaughter for the most part without
a

wife i

and it was a

life for those children of hard

physical work and little formal schooling on a turn-of-thecentury Oklahoma frontier cattle ranch.
It is noteworthy that Oskison considered himself a
"replica" of that man and begins his own life story--his
own delineation of himself--with a sketch of his rugged
father even though Oskison became highly educated, highly
literate, and highly sophisticated, living finally in New
York and Paris.

It is a curious parallel, however, that

relatively speaking Oskison left

"little material"

little "documentation" about his own life.
fact

and

In spite of the

that he wrote abundantly and even supplied extra

information about himself in texts embedded within texts
within texts in individual pieces of writing,

there is

still a mystery at the center of his texts as to who the
man Oskison was politically, socially, and personally.

In

terms

an

of

what

it

meant

to

Oskison

himself

to

be

affluent, educated, publically influential, part NativeAmerican author whose life spanned the decades that saw the
closing

of

the

Frontier,

World

War

I,

the

decadent

Twenties, the Depression, World War II, various economic
and industrial booms and busts,

and their accompanying
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repercussions among Native Americans, we have few personal
details in writing and must surmise certain assumptions
about the man only from his fiction and essays.

In many

ways Oskison is as "reticent about himself in talk" as his
father.
In his unpublished autobiography, Oskison does write
short sketches of his childhood and university years,
highlighting many of the events and memories which deeply
impressed him and provided much of the material for his
short stories.

One main obsession of scholars studying any

author who has Indian blood has often been and still is
"how Indian" is he or she? usually implying an expectation
that the author is Indian only if he or she writes of
tribal

traditions,

ceremonies,

mixed-blood

angst,

and

reservation problems preferably with some wise, non-English
speaking elders and a mystical relationship to nature
thrown in. l While Oskison's writings contain many of those
lFor one of the most up-to-date discussions of the on-going
debate about the "difficult questions of authority and ethnicity,
[about] what is an Indian?" see the entire first chapter, nOther
Destinies, Other Plots," of Louis Owens's Other Destinies:
Understanding the American Indian Novel. Owens asks, "Must one be
one-sixteenth Osage, one-eighth Chero)('.ee, one-quarter Blackfoot, or
full-blood sioux to be Indian? Must one be raised in a traditional
'Indian' culture or speak a native language or be on a tribal roll?
To identify as Indian--or mixedblood--and to write about that
identi ty is to confront such questions." He quotes scholars as
disverse as James Clifford, Gerald Vizenor, Leslie Silko, N. Scott
Momaday, D. H. Lawrence, Karen I. Blu, Barre Toelken, Tacheeni
Scott, Antonia Fraser, John Bierhorst, and Michel Foucault, among
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elements,

we

should not have

to

be reminded

that the

Cherokee had been busily accommodating themselves,

for

better or worse, to the white man's social and economic
system for the past three hundred or more years as Oskison
was

writing.

He writes

that when his

father

reached

Tahlequah, the Cherokee Nation tribal capital in 1870, the
Indians
were farmers, stockmen, merchants; they ran
grist mills and sawmills and salt works.

They

had good neighborhood schools and, at Tahlequah,
two high schools--the Male and Female Seminaries
staffed by competent teachers from New England.
They had a complete system of government under
a constitution modeled on that of the united
states district courts and a supreme court, and
law enforcement officers.
man,

Their chief was a well-educated

a graduate of Princeton.

Among the tribal judges,

senators, and councilmen were other graduates of eastern
colleges,

Dartmouth and Princeton.

Cherokee Advocate,

a

They published The

weekly newspaper printed half

English and half in the Cherokee characters.

in

(5)

Therefore it should be remembered in reading Oskison' s
stories that any given character--farmer,

many others, who debate this issue.

merchant,

or
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lawyer--could easily and probably be Cherokee, and not just
the obviously "Indian" types.
Oskison's

father

married Rachel

crittenden,

parents' name in Cherokee was Buzzard.
with a four-year-old daughter Sarah.

,.."hose

She was a widow

Oskison writes that

"her Indian blood had been mixed with white until she was
only a quarter Cherokee" (4).
Oskison one-eighth Cherokee
England)

although he

is

That would apparently make
(since his father was from

listed on the Cherokee Nation

Census and the Dawes Commission Rolls of 1904 as:
Indian; Degree of blood 1-4."
married,

"Race,

When his mother and father

his father became by Cherokee law "an adopted

citizen of the Nation, with all the rights and privileges
of any fullblood" (4).

In the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma

and in most of Indian Territory, it was not so much that
tribal peoples adopted the white man's way, although that
of course was happening; it was more that all nationalities
blurred

together

frontier.

in

order

to

cope

with

life

on

the

There was an egalitarianism among the farmers

based on the credibility of their work in improving their
farms.

Oskison writes,

hire.

Indians

"Help was all but impossible to

[meaning hired hands with no

homesteads of their own] seldom worked for wages.

land

nor
Any

aid they gave was freely tendered as a neighborly gesture"
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(4).

Again, neighborly characters in Oskison's stories may

or may not be Indian. 2

In the context of ranching in

Indian Territory, the distinction was usually irrelevant.
Oskison's eldest brother William was born in 1872 and
he himself was born on September 21, 1874.

At this time

his mother was not well and "excessive physical labor had
brought [his] father to the verge of a nervous breakdown"
(5),

so the family packed into a

\vagon and headed for

Oregon, the mother giving birth to a third son, Richard,
along the way in 1876.

This trip initiated the second of

three periods in the father's life he would spend on the
West Coast, uprooting his family after first establishing
a home in Indian Territory--a pattern alternating nomadism
with rootedness that Oksison himself would seem to adopt.
After the birth of her third son, Rachel was extremely ill,
and, as Oskison writes, "longed to return to the Cherokees"
(5),

which

they did

and where

she

soon died.

It

is

significant that his mother, though with a relatively small
amount of Cherokee blood, married to a white man with all
the

comforts

of

white

civilization

his

status

could

20skison used the generalized term "Indian" in an almost casual
way; but as I am arguing in this entire dissertation, especially in
chapter five, "Indian" as an identity, particularly a political
identity, was problematic for Oskison.
In his autobiography he
uses the term to refer to people he grew up with who were clearly
recognized by the entire community as "Indians."
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provide, still apparently defines herself as Cherokee.

At

any rate Oskison writes of her desire to "return to the
Cherokees" perhaps indicating his own basic orientation
(especially as he is writing these words in the last few
months before his own death).
At this time the father buys some improvements on a
Pryor Creek farm and it is of here that Oskison has his
first

clear

memories

of

hard

work,

mixed-marriage

neighbors, life without a mother, and only rare moments of
warmth from his father.

Oskison devotes many pages in his

autobiography to describing these neighbors in colorful
detail, especially the Cherokee connections.
almost

subconsciously

"mother"

or

with

to

associate

nurturing,

the

especially

Oskison seems
Cherokee

since

with

anything

maternal was now totally lacking in his life at home:
Three miles west of us, on Pawpaw Creek, was what
we called the fullblood settlement, including a
relati ve of my mother whom we knew as Aunt Betsy,
and her two grown-up daughters Liza and Jennie.
Twice, at Aunt Betsy's urging, father sent me to
stay a week with them. I could not speak Cherokee
and they knew no English, yet
perfectly.

",e

got on together

I reveled in their loving care, and

thought their homegrown fare better than anything
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I had ever tasted.

(9)

Oskison would return many times even as an adult to this
Aunt Betsy's, and communication increased between them each
time although it is not known whether or not he ever became
fluent in the Cherokee language, nor she in English.
His father remarried and it "was not a
household"

with

much

resentment

and

harmonious

quarreling

(10).

within a year twin sons are born of which only one, Albert,
survives.

But Albert becomes a favorite son to them all,

growing up as a skilled roper who toured with will Rogers
for a time.

Oskison features this brother several times in

his short stories.
After another venture to California and then another
return to aesperately hard work and no school in Indian
Territory,

the rift between the

father

and

becomes so great that Will leaves home for good.

oldest son
The image

of "the violent rebellion against father's hard discipline
of brother will" (46) occurs often in Oskison's stories.
But there were other things from these years which Oskison
also wanted to record:
Riding the range with Henry Falling [a Cherokee
cowboy], as the only mule-mounted cowboy in captivity, I attracted the amused attention of the
Texas and part-Indian punchers who worked with
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the longhorns.

Out of that seasoned, fearless

lot I came to know well expert riders and ropers.
vivid pictures of those three school-less
years have stuck in my mind:

big herds of long-

horns trotting, their horns striking together
like clacking castanets; sudden rushes of
infuriated steers at mounted cowboys, and agile
evasions by their trained mounts; the swirl of
ropes thrown expertly over horns and under hind
feet, and the taming effect of tobacco juice
squirted into a stretched-out outlaw steer's
eyes; late fall fires sweeping for miles across
the

prairie,

flames

bursting

high

in

tall

ungrazed bluestem grass like colossal leaping
dragons.

Such running fires meant for us night-

long fights, backfiring and whipping out flames
with wetted gunny sacks, to save our stacks and
the rank dead grass we valued as bedding for our
cattle.

Looking back, I have thought of our

life at that time as a bleak, pagan existence.
It was unbroken by children's parties,

Thanks-

giving and Christmas celebrations, and church
going.

One thing only dominated our minds,

father's iron determination to make our cattle
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venture succeed.

(21-22)

These memories from the details of ranching to the
oedipal

conflicts

of

the

sons with

structured many of Oskison's stories.

their

father

also

He tried to write of

the "real West" as he personally knew it existed rather
than of the wild West of the dime novels that Oskison
writes in his autobiography that he scorned even in his
youth as "already hardly more than a

[pulp]

tradition"

(15) •

The Oskisons' ranch in Indian Territory eventually was
successful.

In

autobi.ography,

Oskison

shipment

of

"fat

Chapter

Two

writes

steers"

of

that

went

his
after

off

to

unpublished
their
the

first

Chicago

stockyards, his father sent him and his brother Richard off
to school to the Willie Halsell College in Vinita.

John

graduated second in his class and then spent the following
summer reading law in the offices of successful Vinita
lawyer F. M. Smith.

Even though the father wanted his sons

to remain on the ranch, he did feel that the study of law
was a respectable enough alternative occupation and agreed
to finance John's college education.
in

his

autobiography:

IIIn

talks

John Oskison writes
with

father,

I

had

narrowed my choice of colleges to Vanderbilt University, at
Nashville, and Leland Stanford Junior University, at Palo
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Alto,

California,

about which I

had read in a

lavishly

illustrated magazine article." He writes extensively about
the eclectic spirit at Stanford, his studies, his sports
activities, his romances, and his friendships made there.
The professors were liberal and cosmopolitan and encouraged
those tastes in Oskison.

He visited sites up and down the

coast on his vacations.

He writes of his fondness for the

diverse "San Francisco scenes, the Barbary Coast dives and
honky-tonks, the cheap and good Italian restaurants where
laughter,

song,

and

clean

genuine bohemianism."

ribaldry

mingled

in the opium

He says, "In such vacation wanderings I felt that I

was following,

in some obscure fashion,

a

pattern set for me by my restless father."
earn

create

He liked to visit Chinatown and

observe the "utterly indifferent Chinese"
dens.

to

a

BA

in

accomplishment

law
paled

at

Stanford

for

him

in

loose-footed
He went on to

in

1898,

light

of

but

the

that

"campus

patriots" who were drilling without rifles on the football
field in preparation for the Spanish-American war.
his

brothers

enlisted,

his

brother

Dick

in

Both of
Theodore

Roosevelt's Rough Riders expecting to see action in Cuba.
John himself had to be content with making a roundabout
journey through the American Southwest.

On that trip he

met a variety of Indians, Mexicans, and ethnic immigrants
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who were homesteading the area.

He went to New York to

visit his brother Dick who had been wounded at San Juan
Hill in Cuba, and while he was in New York he toured the
Northeast coast area before going to Cambridge to enroll at
Harvard with Dane Coolidge, a fellow writer he had met at
Stanford.

He had enjoyed writing for the Sequoia,

the

literary magazine at Stanford, and thus concentrates on his
interest in English, literature, Spanish, and psychology at
Harvard.

While at Harvard he is notified that a story he

had submitted to Century Magaz ine' s fiction wr i ting contest
had won first prize.

This gives him the confidence to

choose professional writing as a career.

He thus became a

writer and editor for Collier's and The New York Evening
Post as well as contributing stories and articles to most
of the other leading magazines of the time.
World

War

I

began

every

major

popular

By the time
magazine

had

published his writings.

Throughout this time he was also

writing

Native

articles

newspapers.

for

American

magazines

and

During World War I he enlisted in the army and

eventually was sent to France as a first lieutenant in the
A. E. F. about whose relief efforts he also wrote.

After

the war and his return to the United States, he devoted
most of his time to writing novels about the peoples and
places of Oklahoma.

He preferred to live in New York city
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and Paris rather than Oklahoma although he came home often
for

anecdotes

and

inspiration.

He

made

seven

trips

altogether to Europe as well as traveling to Hawaii and
Bermuda and Palestine.

His short works during this time

can be divided roughly into three categories.

From 1897 to

1917 he wrote letters and articles about "Indian-problem"
issues mostly for Indian Territory newspapers and Indian
school journals but also found a national audience with
"Remaining

Causes

of

Indian

Discontent"

in

The

North

American Review, "Making an Individual of the Indian" in
Everybody's

Magazine,

and

"Arizona

Indians" in Southern Workman.

and

Forty

Thousand

with these articles he made

no secret of his own Indian blood.

He also belonged to the

Society of American Indians, and in 1911 his name appears
on the letterhead of the American Indian Association (which
also declares that active memberships apply to "Persons of
Indian Blood Only")

which lists him as a member of the

"Temporary Executive Committee."
Oskison included,
credited

(or

assimilationists

American Indian authors,

writing during these years are often
accused)

by

proposing

the

critics
idea

that

with
the

being
"Indian

problem" would disappear according to the natural laws of
"social evolution."

A naive reading of oskison's articles

on Indian topics would seem to justify aligning him with
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assimilationism,

but

a

closer

loo]{

at

his

rhetorical

technique raises strong doubts.

He often contrasts issues

without making value judgments:

the traditioanl elders vs.

the acculturated young men, the old lifestyle vs. the new,
getting an education vs. the freedom of the reservation,
sympathetic Anglos willing to intermarry vs. insensitive
separatists, childlike Natives needing help vs. the adroit
jurisprudential skill of tribal courts.
clear which side he is on.

It is not at all

In the texts of otherwise

insouciant, apparently "assimilationist" articles, he often
uses harsh phrases such as "destroy the Indian identity,"
"soiled relics" after white contact, "inglorious passing"
"imprisonment," "stilling the voices" of wise Indians.

The

harshness of these occasional phrases undercuts any naive
acceptance of assimilation.

When he writes that the "new

man" is "Indian only in blood" or that the red man is
gaining a sense of personal responsibility or that young
girls are learning to appreciate the household implements
of the white culture, we do not know whether he personally
applauds these directions or bemoans them.
tone

His stance and

in these articles are consistently neutral.

At

crucial points in his arguments in these Indian articles,
he often retreats behind quotations from others such as
President Roosevelt, Indian agents and commissioners, using
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their words which advocate assimilation, but which clearly
are not Oskison's words and so are not necessarily his
thoughts.
Also

fascinating

for

their

hidden

metaphors

and

underlying structure are his short stories which he was
publishing between 1900 and 1925.

Their subject matter was

always the rugged frontier life of the Oklahoma Territory
and the foibles of its saints and sinners,
desperadoes.

heroes and

Here the hero or the quietly courageous

stalwart or the saviour of the white rancher is invariably
an until-then overlooked Indian or half-breed.

Another

interesting feature of these stories is how often they
follow the coyote-tale format.

His protagonists are wry

and compassionate tricksters with their own agendas--aften
creators,

often destoryers,

often adulterers and often

butts of the joke or the mislaid plan.
characters,

slipping

awareness--one

foot

in

and

in Anglo

out

of

society,

They are marginal
their
one

society's

in Indian--

belonging to the land but often anachronisms in their own
times.

Oskison loved to write about cattle rustling, train

robberies, bronc busting, graft and greed, patient women,
wise old Indians,

sturdy farmers,

and forgiving judges.

Most of the events he wrote about had actually happened
(many he had witnessed himself), sometimes far-fetched as
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they may seem; and most of his characters were based on
real people,

ingenuous though his presentation may be.

Significantly a sUbstantial number of his short stories
have a Jr..lin character who stands on the sidelines to
observe and record and often to publish the observed event
in a newspaper.

It seems to be an Oskison-like character--

an insider/outsider--in these stories who is interested in
the possibilities of texts within texts within texts.

The

character/author's fascination with embedded textuality is
a sophisticated, modernist's awareness.

To write himself

into each story is also to assert a Native American point
of

view

into

assumptions

those

some

stories

which

readers

have

made

between

1909

and

questions
about

the

what

easy
being

"Indian" means.
And

finally

1921

he

was

also

contributing articles on topics of national interest to
popular mainstream A.1l1erican magazines.

He wrote of money--

how to earn it, how to save it, how not to be swindled out
of it.

He wrote of ingenuity and creati vi ty ,

lauding

inventors, scientists, industrialists, and politicians. He
wrote of modern military might; the War was immediately
imminent and he was impressed by its machinery.

He also

contributed an occasional letter or article to the armchair
adventurers among his readers about his trips to Yosemite
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or to Europe or on deerhunting and hiking among the ruins
in the Southwest.
He married Florence Ballard Day,

a relative of the

railroad magna'te Jay Gould, in New York city on october 21,
1903.

They divorced in Paris in 1900.

Hildegard

Hawthorne,

the

Hawthorne, on July 16, 1920.

He later married

granddaughter

of

Nathaniel

She was also a writer, and

they enjoyed a great deal of travel together.
John Milton Oskison's personal complexity is evident.
He articulated the sources of national and international
power and modes of production; but he was also compelled by
the romance and history of the old days in the Oklahoma
Territory, not the least of them the roles and heritages of
its

Indian populations whose whispers

blood.

stirred his

own

24

INTRODUCTION

Some of the reader/critics of John Oskison's fiction
who seem to have done only a superficial reading of his
short stories include Arney strickland who writes in an
article for Southwestern American Literature that Oskison's
fiction

is

"melodramatic

and

sentimental,"

too

often

revealing "main characters that are stock and stereotyped"
(126); Bernd Peyer who writes that "only a few stories have
an Indian subject" (xvi); Priscilla Oaks who asserts that
"no specific Indian characteristics are attributed to the
central characters"

(); and, surprisingly, Andrew Wiget

(author of several recent book-length studies of Native
American writers) who suggests that Oskison's few "Indian
characters have only minor parts" (73), that in his fiction
Oskison showed "no interest in Indian life" (66), and that
his "short stories were mass market fiction at best, and
offer little insight into Indian life or concerns" (73).
Wiget asserts that Oskison "drew up situations and figures
that did not deviate from the conventions of the [popular
Western] genre, and consequently relegated the issue of
Indian life to the background" (74).
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The

charges

of

melodrama,

sentimentality,

stereotypical characters, absence of Indian characters, or
lack of interest in Indian issues in the consideration of
Oskison's short fiction apply only so superficially as to
be, ultimately, grossly inaccurate.
Oskison's stories are "Westerns" of a type; certainly
they

are

tales

of

the

Frontier,

but

they

differ

diametrically from the popular Westerns 3 in most of the
major aspects described by such recognized scholars of the
turn-of-the-century Western as Daryl Jones in The Dime
Novel Western,

Henry Nash smith in virgin Land,

Cawelti in Six-Gun Mystique, and others.
characters

do

not

fit

these

John

Since Oskison's

scholars'

descriptive

categories, they cannot be stereotypes; since his "message"

3Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., in The White Man's Indian has
written that "the blood-and-gore sensationalism of the commercially
inspired and highly successful captivity narratives of the
nineteenth century led directly to the dime novels and the later
cowboy and Indian movies of popular culture" (85). Even the more
"literary" Western writers such as Owen wister and Eugene Manlove
Rhodes were not immune to that same sensationalism. Writing of
wister and Rhodes in The American Western Novel, James K. Folsom
writes that "literary treatment of the Indian. . . was transformed
in the Western into a frame of reference which need answer only the
artistic demands of a particular work of imagination"; writers no
longer had to make their Indians "true to life." "As a result, the
Indian was treated more and more like 'the enemy' in the propaganda
war movies. Particular Indians grew increasingly dastardly, and
the Indian problem as reflected in such works became a more or less
straightforward statement of how 'our side' won. The Indian, in
such works, plays the negative to positive American virtues which
are unhesitatingly affirmed" (147).
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in each story is not, or at least complicates, the thenprevailing sense of moral destiny or sense even of popular
romance, the stories cannot be melodramatic; and since the
readers's hermeneutic involvement with the texts is often
troubled, they cannot be sentimental.
rather

than

being

romantically

On most occasions,
inflated,

Oskison's

descriptions are often strikingly Hemingwayesque in their
understatement,

or,

again,

sardonic, photographic realism.

Remington-like

in

their

Unlike the writers of pulp

fiction at the time, which was written to a proven popular
formula, Oskison wrote stories which were modulated by his
own experiences as a rancher in Indian Territory and by his
sense

of

audience,

originally

university

students

and

professors and simultaneously, an Indian readership in his
home

state,4

then

later

the

more

educated

public

in

4At the same time that Oskison was writing articles for
mainstream magazines such as century Magazine, Frank Leslie's
Monthly, and Collier's, he was also submitting articles to his
hometown newspapers--The Ind~an Chieftain and The Vinita Weekly
Chieftain--and to Indian journals such as The Tahleguah Arrow,
Native American, and The Quarterly Journal QJ the Society of
American Indi.ans.
He identifies clearly with being "Indian" in
those Native American sources.
In an article written for The
American Indian Magazine entitled "In Governing the Indian, Use the
Indian," he says, "One of my fellow tribesmen, now a member of
Congress from Oklahoma, helped me to form my ideas of the ability
of the Indian to understand his own problems, and to fight
effectively for their right solution" (36). In "An Apache Problem"
rJJritten for The Quarterly Journal of the society of American
Indians, he issues a call to arms to other tribesmen: "If you want
to help, take this matter up with your own ,Congressman.
Let him
have the true story, and if he won't promise to help, let every
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general.

It is also difficult to see how critics have

missed or could minimalize the "Indianness" of his stories.
In fact, almost every story has mixed-blood or fullblood
main

characters

or

has

characters

based

directly

on

portraits of Oskison himself or his brothers who were
mixed-blood Cherokees; and his stories are permeated by a
sub-structure of Cherokee myth and mythological worldview.
Ultimately it is this mythological influence which produces
the

sense of

strangeness--the peculiar but signifying

twist--prevalent in Oskison's stories.

UI timately to a

careful reader, Oskison is a writer clearly influenced by
his Native American experience in all its ramifications.
One of the most important components of the formula
Western is the presence of a strong and attractive hero.
Henry Nash Smith, Daryl Jones, and John Cawelti, critics of
the "Western," see it as "an embodiment of the archetypal
pattern of the hero's quest which

[Northrop]

Frye has

discussed under the general heading of the mythos of
romance;"

or,

Cawelti

continues,

"if

we

prefer

newspaper in that Congressman's district know it.
The ancient
fight of the Apaches for their homes is not over yet; and it ought
not to be ended until a juster settlement is obtained, a set.tlement
which is not a compromise" (29).
And in "The Closing Chapter:
Passing of the Old Indian" written for The Indian Leader, he writes
with some bitterness: "What a century of close association with
whi tes has done to destroy the Indian identi ty of the Five
Civilized Tribes, another half-century will have accomplished with
practically every other tribe in the united states" (6).
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psychoanalytic

archetypes,

these

formulas

embody

the

oedipal myth in fairly explicit fashion, since they deal
wi th the

hero's

figure" (57).
Western:

conquest of

a

dangerous

and powerful

Cawelti describes three central roles in the

"the townspeople or agents of civilization, the

savages or outlaws who threaten this first group, and the
heroes who above all

possess many qualities or skills

of the savages but are fundamentally committed to the
townspeople"

(73).

Cawelti notes that the role of the

savage can be played interchangeably by Indians or outlaws
because both groups symbolize "negativity, lawlessness, a
love of violence, rej ection of the town and its way of
life, and, more positively, the capacity to live and move
freeely

in

the

wilderness,

mastery

of

violence, and strong masculinity" (81).

the

tools

of

Daryl Jones adds

that the man who ultimately evolved through the nineteenth
century as the Western hero must be handsome enough to
sustain

the

attractive,

romantic
seasoned

subplot,
enough

charisma,

moral

insight,

socially

polished

enough

to
and

to

young
be

enough

be

wise--possessed

wilderness

hint

to

at

the

of

skills--and
"cultivated

sensibility which civilization alone could produce" (117118).

Above

all

these

masculinity (Cawelti 85).

stories

are

obsessed

with
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The second component of the early twentieth-century
Western was the distinct landscape and setting.

Beyond the

obvious factor of being set in the West, the turn-of-thecentury

Western

background.

had

an

almost

mandatory

geographical

Following Henry Nash Smith, Cawelti shows that

the Western formula setting has been an
artistic device for resoving problems rather than
confronting their

irreconcilable ambiguities.

Therefore the frontier setting and the role of
the savage have invariably been defined in the
formula as occasions for action rather than as
the focus of analysis (64)
providing a "fictional justification for enjoying violent
conflicts" (65).

Jones writes that the alien wilderness

env:i.ronment--the No Man's Land--is "devoid of law," its few
inhabitants "avaricious and violent," life there "brutish
and short" (122).

Popular Western stories might contain a

small frontier community possessed of the rudiments of
civilization such as a newspaper,

elections,

and class

structure; hence Jones asserts, the "town is suitable as a
microcosm through which to criticize social institutions"
yet simultaneously to forecast a utopian,
(126-127).

urban future

Jones suggests looking at setting as a "vast

gameboard upon which opposing pieces are carefully moved to
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or from distinct prearranged areas."
!!precise

character

polarized

or

locales"--the

moral

He writes that the

values

town,

the

of

the

vast

setting's

wilderness

or

prairie, and the outlaw/Indian camp--"differs according to
the nature of the conflict and the location of the villain"
or definition of the hero.

"In the simplest stories the

town represents the forces of civilization, progress, and
virtue,
forces,

while

the

usually

sophisticated

outlying
Indians

stories"

the

camp
or

harbors

antithetical

outlaws."

setting

and

In

"more

placement

of

characters is more complicated (129).
Finally the third component of the Western is plot-types of situations and patterns of action.

Cawelti calls

this basic structure the "epic moment when the values and
disciplines of American society stand balanced against the
savage wilderness" necessitating a hero who "possesses some
of the urges toward violence as well as the skills, heroism
and personal honor ascribed to the wilderness" way of life
yet

who

is

committed

civilization (93).

to

preserving

the

values

of

Paralleling Frye, Jones summarizes the

Western plot as having a myth structure in three stages:
the stage of the perilous journey; the crucial struggle of
the hero with the foe;

and the exaltation of the hero

wherein he is hailed as a "redeemer of society" and given
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the "maiden whom he has rescued" for a bride (136).

During

the quest/conflict the hero must pit himself against his
moral and social opposite, and in the turn-of-the-century
Western this moral opposite was often the half-breed as
villain.

Jones

embodiment

of

writes

the

that

best

of

whereas
all

the

hero

is

the

worlds--wilderness

and

civilization, freedom and society--the half-breed unites
"the worst passions of both races without the slightest of
their virtues" (142).
In

distinct

contrast

to

all

of

the

above

three

criteria, Oskison's stories are only tangentially similarly
described.

His heroes are almost never young,

strong,

handsome defenders of American manifest destiny--in fact,
they are almost always half-breeds or other throwaways:
heroes to Oskison, villains in pulp fiction.

They are not

obsessed with masculinity and rarely use a gun or even have
a horse.

The moral geography of his stories is ambiguous,

and the action is often not totally resolved or the story
concludes with a troubled suspension of judgment.

And the

quest-romance is not the governing myth (although it may be
tempting to assume so at first glance) as much as is the
Cherokee mythos which is,
Chief

of

the

Cherokee

as Wilma Mankiller, principal
Nation,

writes,

"balance

and

synthesis, and the acceptance of the nonmaterial nature of
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existence" (Conley ix)--certainly not "divide and conquer
for economic/industrial progress."
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CHAPTER ONE
Embedded Texts and the Obscured Author

Even in the very first of John Oskison's published
writings, he begins to establish his own literary persona,
the one he uses most frequently in all his short fiction-that of insider/outsider,

observer-listener-reporter of

events. S
Oskison' s story

II

I Match You:

You Match Me" was first

published in The Sequoia, Stanford University's literary
magazine, but the editors of The Indian Chieftain, one of
the best newspapers in Indian Territory at the time (Murphy

SMy concept of narrative and metanarration discussed in this
chapter relies heavily on ideas generated by the work of Professor
Barbara A. Babcock in "The Story within the Story: Metanarration
in Folk Narrative" published in Richard Bauman's Verbal Art As
Performance. She suggests we "use the term metanarration to refer
specifically to narrative performance and discourse and to those
devices which comment upon the narrator, the narrating, and the
narrative both as message and as code" (67). Her article advises
focusing on "such devices [which] lead us away from and then back
to the message by supplying a 'frame,' an interpretative context or
alternative point of view within which the content of the story is
to be understood and judged" (66). Also important to a discussion
of self-reflexive texts, embedded narratives, and displaced
authorial personae are Patricia Waugh's Metafiction: the Theory
and Practice of Self-Conscious Fiction, Frank Kermode's The Art of
Telling, Robert Scholes's Semiotics and Interpretation, the essays
in W. J. T. Mitchell's On Narrative and in Frank Lentricchia and
Thomas McLaughlin's Critical 'rerms for Literary Study.
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49), published it almost simultaneously on its front page
on May 27, 1897, under the caption:
Boy."

It

is the story

"Novelette by a Vinita

of William Cooke,

one of

the

youngest ranch foremen in the country, who inexplicably
leaves his job to go to college; but he loses his savings
gambling

and

is

forced

to return

to

the

ranch.

The

narrator tells at the end that he has gotten the story from
"wiry" Cooke himself as the two of them rode "night herd"
together under the moonlight.

In one two-column newspaper

piece signed with his own name, Oskison appears in four
guises writing from four layers of experience:
Uni versi ty student;

stanford

newspaper correspondent whose words

thus bridge the gap between the new land of the West coast
and the home land of Indian Territory; night-herding cowboy
from the range; and aspiring fiction writer.

This may be

only a first piece by an inexperienced writer, but there is
a quadrupled sense of authority in this structuring device
which "thickens" the persona of the narrator--we look and
there are four men nodding, "yes, this is a true story."
Looked at another way we could say these personae are only
rhetorical devices and that none of the voices speaks for
Oskison

personally.

Oskison

uses

multiplying the narrative voice often.

this

technique

of

It is interesting

here, but frustratingly ambiguous in political pieces on
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Native Americans.
The same technique

is used in Oskison' s

story "A

Schoolmaster's Di9sipation" also published in The Indian
Chieftain in December, 1897, under the frontpage headline:
"A Story by Jno. M. Oskison, Vinita's Representative at
Leland Stanford University."

This is a story about an

Eastern schoolteacher who comes to Indian Territory to "do
much

good

quietly."

The

conditions

are

much

more

unsani tary than he expects and he becomes addicted to
opium.

sitting on his porch steps one evening with a young

college student, the old schoolteacher tells his own story
in

the

third

person--III

knew

him

very

well"--after

remembering "Professor Shadson lecturing on Enoch Arden
philosophizing about life." He tells the student the story
of his life as he says he has told it to many a passing
cowpuncher.
actually

We later find out that the young student is

retelling

the

whole

thing--"the

story

I

had

learned a year before"--to his friend as they ride home
after visiting the old schoolteacher.
written

up

as

correspondent's

a

story

piece

to

which
an

is

Indian

All of this is
then

sent

newspaper

as

a

whose

logo/heading, almost ironically in this case, proclaims:
"Where am I

at"? / is never asked by

./

The

Chieftain/ in the discussion of Indian affairs./

Indian

it knows
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what it is talking about--".

Yet in this piece, above that

proclamation, there are so many versions of the story,
layers of voice, and embedded texts, that when somewhat
derogatory phrases such as "there was nothing else in the
half-savage land to attract a civilized person," and "his
pupils said no word

[about the schoolmaster's growing

paleness] for that is the Indian child's way" and

II

fullbloods"

SOUlless,

and

"children,

not these dirty,

indolent

unfeeling ones that [he taught]--but bright-faced, clean
children that you could take on your knees" are uttered, it
is almost impossible to pinpoint the original speaker much
less the exact sentiment and its context that impelled the
statement.

Under Oskison's pen such feelings, especially

as they appear in The Indian Chieftain, become at least
grimly humorous if not bitterly ironic.

Even the issue of

morphine addiction in a bureaucrat is cynically present yet
decentered.

Is it only an imaginative fiction or has

Oskison seen such addiction in his own experience, perhaps
at

Stanford,

among

cowpunchers,

or

commonly

among

schoolteachers and other officals sent to Indian Territory?
Ordinarily a story of an old schoolteacher pining away for
lack of love would be sentimental, but this story of an
opium-addicted teacher who teaches Indian children voiced
by a Native American sure of himself and sure of his
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audience becomes immediately political; yet Oskison himself
disappears behind the fictional layers.
By 1903 Oskison had apparently established himself as
a

journalist and was regularly contributing articles to

popular magazines.

In June,

July,

and August of 1903,

Frank Leslie's Monthly published three essays about Western
train robbers.

The June essay,

liTo

'Younger's Bend',"

about the Younger gang, and the August essay, "Working for
Fame," about the Dalton gang are appended each with the
same footnote by the "Editors" of Leslie's:

"The material

for the stories of Western train robbers, of which this is
the first [June], was collected for Leslie's Monthly by Mr.
Oskison, who traveled extensively through the wilder West,
interviewing the survivors and witnesses of the actual
events he describes."

Thus we might assume that these

stories are journalistic fiction, crafted into an artistic
form from historical events and actual facts.
article,
Judge

The July

however--"A Border Judge and His Court"

Isaac

C.

Parker--does

not

contain

the

about

editors'

footnote and seems less fictionalized; but since it is the
middle article of the three and contains some of the same
rhetorical

devices,

we

might

assume

that

it,

too,

is

journalistic fiction.
The first page of "To 'Younger's Bend'"

is framed by
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a

quotation

from

Shakespeare's

King

Henry

IV,

1,2,

promising to pluck at Gadshill the rich pilgrims and fatpursed traders going to Canterbury, and, indeed, Oskison's
story describes a train robbery at Gad's Hill, Missouri.
In this

case

it

is true that the bandits are "tall,"

"gentle," "honorable," and "courteous" men, one of whom has
"laughing

blue

eyes"

(182),

and

the

quotation

from

Shakespeare helps to imply that it is not so serious an
offense to rob a rich and fat-pursed trader.

So the story

appears to be a romanticized western; but again, the most
interesting and sophisticated aspect of the story is the
variety of texts embedded within each other.

Besides the

quotation from Shakespeare which sets the

interpretive

stage, the inclusion of ostensibly true-to-life, as-heardby-witnesses dialogue, and the editors' reminder that the
details come from the survivors, there is also the gang
leader's fascination with seeing himself in print.
IIfor the express messenger's book.
line,

where

writes:

the

receipt

of

goods

He asks

On the first blank
is

acknowledged,

he

'Robbed at Gad's Hill"'; then he mentions that he

thinks he has had "the honor of writing in this before" and
"turning

back

the

pages

of

the

book"

finds

to

his

satisfaction his name and message written upon an earlier
occasion (183).
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The

robbers

then

turn

their

attention

to

the

passengers asking of each his "name, business, and address,
verifying each answer as far as possble,
letters and papers."

by inspecting

The leader next calls for telegraph

blanks and writes a dispatch to a

st.

Louis newspaper

insisting that it had "misrepresented his men in accounts
of previous robberies."

He then "requestsli the conductor

to telegraph the "true story of this affair."

Oskison then

includes "headline and narrative" of the gang leader's
"version" signed, however, by "Ira A Merrill," apparently
the conductor (184).

The priority of Oskison's serious

concern with text and textuality renders superficial the
romance

of

"survivors

the
of

account

of

tall,

Quantrell's guerillas

handsome

bandits,

in the civil War"

(184) •
Besides including these varieties of written texts,
Oskison records in his article much of the oral history
that accumulated around the Younger gang.

There is the

legend of the Texas ranger who infiltrates the gang and
kills one of the members.

The "tale" of this death reaches

the other members (now in Indian Territory) by "rumor" and
they "call a
Cherokee,

council" with Old Tom starr,

whose

"sensitive

rustling" in the area (186).

ear"

catches

a
any

fullblood
"gentle

In the second half of this
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story which involves the old fullblood,

the narrator's

persona shifts dramatically but subtly from the reportorial
voice relying on accounts of specific eye-witnesses (or at
least the reader has had that impression) to a much more
decentered voice.

It is not necessarily that of the urbane

Oskison commissioned by Frank Leslie's Monthly nor of the
objective reporter sent to interview eye-witnesses, but it
seems to become the voice of someone who has personally
known the canebrakes and cornfields,

the woodpiles and

"chance-placed farming tools," the log cabins and "squat
outbuildings"

of

the habitations

of

fullbloods.

This

narrator has specific esoteric knowledge; thus the reader
addressed becomes more vague than that of the first half of
the story.

Oskison writes that "even as the old man spoke

. the moonlight showed the big log cabin . . . and the
council inside ended abruptly".
sensed the pursuers (186).

• as the old Indian

"In all the years that he had

kept open house to these Missouri freebooters he had not
revealed his cave in the hillside and the secret of the
passage way.

Now he had discovered it to them, with the

theatrical effect that he loved"

(188).

It seems that

Oskison the Native American enters the story unobtrusively
here, for there seems to be no other eye-witness who could
have supplied these details, the gang members themselves

/
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dying before Oskison was
having

"fallen into

unnoticed.
is

able

a

born,

and the old fullblood,

half-blind dotage"

(188),

dying

It is as a Native American insider that Oskison

to

fictionalize

such

details

into

a

possible

scenario, itself an almost privately encoded part of the
larger, more objectified journalistic account.
The July selection, IDA Border Judge and His Court,"
does

not appear

to

be

fictionalized;

it

seems

presentation of much more straightforward research.

like

a

still

Oskison's regard for already recorded textual evidence is
apparent.

Facts,

dates,

and

statistics

are

given

abundantly about Judge Parker's life and terms in office.
Specif ic

laws,

cases,

and demographics

participants are quoted verbatim.

are

ci ted,

and

(Oskison even manages to

include the grimly ironic association of tombs and texts in
describing

an

incident

of

a

type

of

dependent on deciphering a certain text:
found

near

Tahlequah

is

recovered

a

poetic

justice

under a skeleton
fly-leaf

from

a

teacher's manual which helps identify the victim and leads
to the apprehension of the murderer.

On the fly-leaf is

the quotation in Latin from Horace:

"Pale death stalks

with impartial step through the cottages of the poor and
the

palaces

of

kings--Od.

I.,

textuality/contextualization is

4,

12".)

(256)

further complicated,

The
in
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fact, as Oskison includes passages from an unnamed Parker
biographer

about

Parker's

"splendid

courage"

(254);

passages from an unnamed "commentator" who claims that
another "good and reliable authority"
available statistics,

asserts that the

appalling as they are,

"show less

than one-fourth of the murders and other crimes committed
within

the

confines

of

Indian

Territory"

(255);

and

passages from an unnamed attorney "practicing in [Parker's]
court" (258).

This "attorney" does have the last words of

the article which ends with a half-column quotation and
these words:

"Necessarily [the Judge's stand] brought down

upon him criticisms from those whose interests it was to
criticize:

but throughout the Indian Territory the best

people--the

law-abiding people--regarded Judge Parker's

court as the palladium of their liberty" (258).
Again it is interesting to speculate about where the
man Oskison, especially Oskison the Native American, is in
all this.

The straightforward tone of the essay seems to

promise the author's point of view, but Oskison quickly
disappears

behind

the

various

unnamed "recorded" sources.

and

several

quoted

but

In the first few paragraphs,

Oskison writes that "when the Indian Territory was set
aside for the various Tribes in 1828, the united states
promised the Indians protection from all intruding criminal
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whites; but this promise was forgotten •

. and until

Judge Parker's time there was scarcely a pretense made of
protecting the Tribes. II

Oskison writes that a "resolute,

dominant man ... who understood conditions among the Indian
tribes was needed" (253).

But never in his own voice nor

even in the voice of "reporter-assigned-to-the-project"
does Oskison aff irm tha't Parker ultimately "protects the
Tribes," nor whether Parker "understood those conditions."
Parker did attain the reputation of a "stern," "heartless,"
even "bloodthirsty" judge (255) who sentenced dozens of men
to

death

in

Indian

Territory,

but many

of

those

he

sentenced were Cherokees, Chickasaws, Creeks, blacks, and
mixed-bloods; and we never know Oskison's personal opinion
of Parker's justice.

This absence of a personal opinion is

all the more sigificant since again a "Native persona" is
tangible

in the report,

identifiable

in

the

specific

details subtly included in the minimal discourse outside of
the quoted passages.
In the third article,

"Working

for

Fame,"

these

techniques of rich textuality but personal evasiveness
continue.

The epigraph here is a di tty--a double couplet--

from an unpublished poem by desperado Johnnie Pointer, "who
achieved his ambition indifferently, being hanged at Fort
smith, September 20, 1894"; and the first sentence alludes
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to even another text:

"There was also the case of Caesar

which is well known," before asserting that "Bob Dalton's
history is not so familiar" (372).

N. C. Wyeth's drawings

illustrate the narrative adding another textual dimension.
Oskison again includes fragments of texts excerpted from
other sources, written and oral:

a crudely written note

from Bob Dalton, a version of the episode from Deputy Payne
(" as told to" we are not told), and a bank cashier's quickwitted

reply

to

an

"accurate-shooting

liveryman"

threatening his life received "about the same time Chicago
bankers
inscribed

forwarded
with

him

praise

a

diamond-studded

for

his

actions

gold

badge"

(378).

Such

heteroglossia adds to the reality of the report but also
easily obscures the point of view of the author.

It is not

coincidental that Oskison so often associates death or
oblivion with texts,

incriptions, and other "monuments'"

and it is not a naive writer who manages to disappear in
such textuality.
Besides

the

five

pieces

mentioned

above,

Oskison

continues to use these distancing rhetorical devices in at
least another six of his twenty short stories.
stories

the

author

himself

seems

to

be

one

In these
of

the

characters, albeit usually an observer off to the side of
the action.

He thereby has a "place" in the story yet is
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displaced by being, at first glance, an outsider.

These

stories belie any apparent sentimentality or melodramatic
veneer since the voice of the author is ambiguous and
ironic,

and any real message

"other" than it seems.

is masked or hidden

and

These next six stories are more

identifiable as fiction with more description and more
focus

on

characters

as

such

who

are

developed

sympathetically than those found in the earlier sketches.
"The Fall of King Chris," written in 1903, is a story
of friendly roping competition in Cherokee country.

It is

distinctly autobiographical as one of the main characters
is a young roper named JIC-Bert (a combination of name and
cattlebrand).

half-brother

was

actually named Bert, and JIC was the family's brand.

But

the

the

most

Oskison's

interesting

"stranger,"

variously

own

young

character

in

called

the

this

story

is

newspaperman,

the

reporter, or the "scribe," taking a "close-to look at the
West

for

a

New York

newspaper"

(588).

The

story

is

judiciously filled with references to this "newspaperman
who is not so green as he appeared"

(588).

Again the

narrative consists mainly of roping details and realistic
cowboy slang that would likely be best known by those who
had been raised on the range and in small frontier towns
than by a city-bred reporter sent for one day to find a
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story.

An even more personal twist occurs at the end of

the story when young JIC-Bert rides up to the stranger and
asks that he "might send a copy [of the newspaper story] up
to 5_ Fifth Avenue to the 'Old Man'," saying, "I ain't
seen him since I was ten, and he might like to know I won
that contest. II

He even calls back as he rides away--IIDon't

forget that write-up" (593).

For a moment in these last

sentences of the story OsJcison seems to expose himself
without a mask.

Both the reporter and the young cowboy

telescope into the "son" of the father (not a 5th Avenue
New Yorker, of course, but equivalently powerful in his own
way)

whose approval was never easily won and even more

rarely demonstrated.

Al though the actual son Bert was

never estranged from the father as was Will and although
John Oskison knew his father approved of his writing, there
was still a certain continual anxiety born in the days of
the father's "harsh discipline."
The

newspaperman-as-character

appears

in

the

1904

story "The Quality of Mercy" published in century Magazine.
In

this

story the

newspaperman

is

a

"worldly

country

editor" (180) whose newspaper is devoted "to keeping the
little prairie town of Black Oak informed of the world's
doings in and outside of that small corner of the Indian
Territory"

(179).

Despite the

fact

that

there

is

an
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oxymoronic sense to the phrase IIworldly country," there is
in it also Oskison's assertion that little towns in Indian
Territory keep up with world events.

In this story the

newspaperman is one of the main fictional characters; but
for ten years Oskison had been establishing himself as a
journalist and reporter with his published writings, and so
it is probably not inaccurate to assume Oskison might be
presenting himself ingenuously,

even mimetically.

The

fictional editor, Efferts, says, III could write editorials
on Ruskin and national politics, and cut out the ugly raw
news, but nobody would read the paper II (178).

"Columns of

cattle brands, displayed on splotchy black cuts of steers
occupied a considerable share of the four pages
devoted to" news in the little prairie town.

Efferts is as

competent in reading these local signs as he is in reading
national or international texts,
Oskison.

as would be the man

In this story the newspaper editor, Efferts, is

the voice of wisdom and the embodiment of culture on the
edge of the raw prairie.

Information in this story is

presented in an interplay of newspaper articles, allusions
to classical texts,

and in the intellectuality of the

characters in a verbal showdown in a well-apportioned
parlor.

When Efferts realizes that a young robber has

stolen money only because he is in love with Miss venita
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Churchfield,
himself

a

loves,

distant

beautiful mixed-blood girl whom Efferts
he allows

territory

Shakepearean

the robber

because

sense

of

he

lithe

to

is

quality

escape

filled
of

into a

with

mercy."

the
In

a

similarly structured story, "Out of the Night that Covers"
published

in

character,

The

or

Delineator

at

least

the

August

1911,

conscience

and

the

main

narrative

consciousness of the story, is again a newspaper editor in
a

desolate prairie

to~m.

Similarly heroic he

is not

similarly as vigorous as Efferts, nor is he in the prime of
life as is Efferts.

IISimple Jim of the slow smile .

[is] editor, proprietor and pressman, hustler of news and
advertisements, bill collector and credit man, simple and
sentimental,

squat,

near-sighted,

cough--an imperfect portrait"

racked by a

(80).

devilish

In this tale,

the

storytelling takes place significantly each evening in the
printshop

rather

than

in

a

parlor

as

townspeople

and

ranchers drift in to get out of the wind and to listen to
Jim's gramophone and to his stories.

While "The Quality of

Mercy" is a story of vigorous male energy and of the energy
of the open frontier and of an editor poised on the edge of
"civilization" and apparently capable of coping with the
exigencies of helping to tame the wild town, "Out of the
Night" is a story of an editor who has almost been beaten
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by the frontier and is only holding out because he can
retreat

into

uncouthness.

his

memories

and

into

his

own

gentle

Jim's Circletown is "a blot on the prairie,

a crude reminder of gregarious man's instinct, expressing
infinite hope,

stirred from time to time by talk of a

railroad and a new brick school-building, dreams of busy
paved streets built into the humpy sandstone crossings,
wind-swept and unpainted; it was the Town that Was to Be a
City--one of the many" (81).

If Oskison romanticizes the

building of the frontier in the first story, he tempers the
portrait in the latter.

His credibility as an author comes

from his first-hand knowledge of what it means to be an
editor in such prairie towns.
This sense of first-hand knowledge of frontier towns
in Indian Territory and their dynamics appears in "The
Problem of Old Harjo," published in the Southern Workman in
April 1907, a piece narrated from the third-person point of
view.

It is not an as-told-to story; and, except for the

intimacy of the glimpses into the lives of the characters,
especially of the Native American characters, we are given
no other information about the source of the tale.

These

kinds of details imply that Oskison knew these people, knew
the

homes

they

kept,

dilemmas they faced.

and

knew

the

subtleties

of

the

There is the sense in the tone of
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the writing that the narrator has personally heard the
story or its like in his own recent memory.
Old

Harjo,

a

benevolent

old

fullblood,

becomes

convinced of some of the values of Christianity and decides
to be baptized; but to the despair of the lady missionaries
who have been teaching him, he has two wives and refuses to
give up either.

The young missionary Miss Evans asks him,

"Harjo, is it true that you have two wives?"
writes:

And Oskison

"The Creek had heard that question before, from

scandalized missionaries and perplexed registry clerks when
he went to Muscogee to enroll himself and his family in one
of the many , final'

records ordered to be made by the

Government preparatory to dividing the Creek lands among
the individual citizens"

(237).

The irony in the word

"final" indicates an author well-versed in the tedious and
often unsympathetic process of Government involvement in
Indian lives.

More intimate and esoteric knowledge of

Native life on the part of the author is demonstrated in
passages such as the one in which Old Harjo tells Miss
Evans that she must tell him which wife to give up:
II'Why, Harjo, how can I tell you!'
little

sense

seriously."
comedy,

of

humor;

"'Then, ,

she
Harjo

had

Miss Evans had

taken

sighed,

the

old

man

continuing

the

for surely the missionary was jesting with him,
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'Liza and Jennie must say.'

He talked to the Indian women

for a time, and they laughed heartily. 'Liza, pointing to
the other, shook her head.
friend, they cannot say.

At length Harjo explained, 'My
Jennie, she would run a race to

see which one stay, but 'Liza, she say no, she is fat and
cannot run'" (238).

This exchange only angers the young

missionary who thinks humor and religion do not mix.
Finally Miss Evans gives up on Old Harjo and asks to
be told only why he had taken two wives.
"I will tell you that, my friend."

The old Creek

looped the reins over his arm and sat down on the
block.

"For thirty years Jennie has lived with

me as my wife.

She is of the Bear people, and

she came to me when I was thirty-f i ve and she was
twenty-five.

She could not come before, for her

mother was old, very old, and Jennie, she stay
with her and feed her.

So, when I was thirty

years old I took 'Liza for my woman.
the Crow people.

She is of

She help me make this little

farm here when there was no farm for many miles
around.

Well, five years 'Liza and me, we live

here and work hard.

But there was no child.

Then the old mother of Jennie she died,

and

Jennie got no family left in this part of the
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country.

So 'Liza say to me, 'Why don't you take

Jennie in here?'

I say,

'You don't care?' and

she say, 'No, maybe we have children here then.'
But we have no children--never have children.

We

not like that, but God He would not let it be.
So, we have lived here thirty years very happy.
Only just now you make me sad." (239)
There is a

strong sense throughout this story that an

insider is narrating it,
personal

encounters

that such a

with

just

such

narrator has had
people

and

their

situations, and that such a narrator knows there are often
no solutions to the problems created when outsiders impose
their worldviews and practices on the Natives of Indian
Territory.
One of Oskison's most fascinating stories in which he
continues to use the insider/outsider reportorial point of
view

is

"Young

Henry

McClure's in June 1908.

and

the

Old

Man"

published

in

He begins with the sentence, "The

ranchman and I were discussing courage" (237).

The story

seems to take place in the evening as they sit around a
fire, but the narrator rehearses an episode of bronc-riding
he had seen earlier in the day.

The ranchman is familiar

with the rider in question and claims he can tell "the
truth about young Henry [Thomas]--and the old man,

too"
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(237) .

He then narrates a complex story of riders and

posses, train robberies and captures.

Oskison's structure

calls attention to storytelling itself but particularly to
the stories each man has to tell about himself and to the
fact

that

each

man--fictional

or

real--is

character in another man's story.

always

a

First there is the

implied story of how the ranchman and the narrator (the
"I,"

whoever he is) came to be sitting together by the

fire

discussing

ostensibly of

courage.

courage,

Henry's bronc riding;

the

Then

there

narrator

is

tells

the

tale,

about young

but this assertion of courage is

undercut by the ranchman, Brunner, who knows young Henry
Thomas and tells of his tricks:

"That horse is trained to

buck just the way young Henry wants him, and he hobbles the
stirrups" (237).
a

posse's hunt

Then there is Brunner's long narrative of
for

" , Kep'

[ 'Cap']

Queen,"

the outlaw.

Brunner, young Henry, old man Henry Thomas, and some others
had all been members of the posse.
The story is filled with accurate details specific to
Indian Terri tory and the vinita/Pryor Creek area which
Oskison the author would know, but which the narrator needs
to be told.

Again the narrative point of view and such

details create an implied narrator somewhere between, yet
some\olhat of an amalgamation of Oskison the mixed-blood
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cowboy turned New York City reporter and the narrative "I".
As the story of the manhunt intensifies,

Oskison

manages to include several sharply humorous lines which
comment on the various forms of tale-telling and reporting:
"For four hours young Thomas talked about bravery, with
illustrations . . • topic[s] he had gathered from books."
But such talk, of courage and ideals, is only a "soothing
hum" to Brunner who is "cross and sleepy and chilly and
nervous":

the "boy's gabble rested" him (238).

Brunner

relates to the narrator that it is the "newspaper and the
wind-bags that follow us around [that] make ten times the
fuss we do" about the work of capturing outlaws.

Oskison

is able to be an outsider/newspaperman yet make jokes about
newspapermen as an insider/cowboy.

Finally the young man

claims that the only way to nab a trainrobber is "to go
right up to him," while Brunner thinks the best way not to
get shot is sometimes "to run and hide."

Perhaps Oskison

is commenting on the daring-do heroics of pulp westerns
when he writes that young Henry's belief in a direct
showdown

"rouses

Brunner's

curiosity."

The

narrator

guesses, but states as an assertion, that "it was possible
that [young Henry] might be of that exceptional breed that
puts a fine theory to the test of action."

According to

the narrator's assumptions about Brunner's motives, Brunner
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seems

willing

to

give

the

boy's

plan,

learned

from

"historical" books and perhaps pulp fiction, a chance to
prove itself (238).
psychology

from

Oskison tries to create a credible

real

details

in

a

dryly

restrained

narrative style which undercuts the romance in popular
fictions.
The climax of the story occurs when the posse fans out
and closes in on the outlaws.

They need someone to capture

the sentry and rouse the sleeping bandits, and young Henry
is chosen as part of that detail.

But young Henry has been

losing his enthusiasm for the chase, and now old man Henry
grabs his son's arm, shoves him forward, and points up the
trail with his rifle.

A truly vicious moment occurs:

the

"father's eyes glared; a sort of savage anger blazed on his
face.

From his grip on young Henry's arm, the old man's

hand sprang to the boy's throat.

There was one fierce,

terrible shake, a sort of gurgling scream that expressed
terror, and protest, too, but which was scarcely audible.
• • . In the tone of man enraged to the point of madness,
old ma.n Thomas snapped out: 'Go on, you confounded whelp!'"
(239).

The boy, surprised into resentment and anger, is

"swift and noiseless" and is able to subdue the outlaw.
The most chilling aspect of this story is how easily it may
be assumed that Oskison drew on some of his own memories of
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father/son relationships for the violence of the fictional
father's

actions with his son.

It is a

type of real

violence that was perhaps frontier specific,

a type of

violence that "gets the job done," but at what price?

Even

in the fictionalized version, the old man's use of force
against his son to make him live up to his words had only
created a young man whom we see at the beginning of the
story (but chronologically after the capture of the outlaw)
falsifying the dangers of bronc-busting and thus faking a
display of courage.
of the story:

Brunner gets to speak the last words

"What I've told you tonight is what old man

Henry could tell if he wanted to.
I

said awhile ago,

big;

the old man,

But he never will.

As

'young Henry swells around and talks
he says nothing and chaws tobacco'"

(239) •

Oskison

complicates

the

narrative

texture

and

competently handles embedded texts which makes a shrewd
comment

on

naive

readings

of

popular

stories

and

on

storytelling, but he had to have been aware also of the
personal irony in the fact that the old man, the powerful
father, says nothing.

All verbal efforts on the part of

both fictional and real men, as in this case, are rendered
at least momentarily valueless and vacant as offerings to
the fathers sons try so hard to please.

Again textual
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complications safely intervene between Oskison himself and
the events of the story; yet this is one of Oskison's most
bitter stories--not social nor political, but personal.
A final

example of one of Oskison's stories which

relies on the insider/outsider narrative point of view is
"Walla Tenaka--Creek" published in Collier's in June 1913.
This

piece

newspaper

is

story,

also
an

complicated
epigraph,

a

by

embedded

telegram,

texts--a

gossip,

legend--and by a displaced narrative point of view.

and
The

newspaper article has been telegraphed to the "star," by
its

Indian

Territory

correspondent,

and

Dispatch to the 'Star'" is quoted verbatim.

that

"Special

Since we know

the "Star" had a special correspondent in Indian Territory,
we have the sense that the details of the story and the
actions of its characters are reported to us by an eyewitness observer easily assumed to be someone like Oskison-a reporter and an inhabitant of Indian Territory.

The

news dispatch with which the story opens records that
"Walla Tenaka, a full-blooded Creek Indian, was shot today
at Okmulgee by the Indian police";

thus the death has

already occurred for the readers before it does for an instory eye-witness to the events--a young store clerk.

The

newspaper correspondent is never mentioned in the story;
his presence is only assumed because of his news dispatch
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to the

"Star. "

He

is

an absence made present by a

tangential and therefore "other" text.
The condemned man has been sentenced to death after
having killed a man in a drunken brawl.

Oskison writes,

"In justice to the people of the tiny tribal capital, it
should be said that this Indian was only one of many to pay
for his mad, drink-created frenzy with his life" (16).

And

Oskison manages a strong criticism of the white man in this
same paragraph:

"White men evaded the officers of the law

to peddle villainous whisky to Indians;

in that Hell's

Kitchen of a country a drunken Indian nearly always meant
a fight--often a killing.

. . . There was a good profit in

selling whiskey--what was called whiskey--to Indians if you
were not caught" (16).

Significantly, upon occasion in

this story, Oskison addresses the reader in second-person,
speaking directly it seems to the non-Indian reader as if
to chastise or to explain what would not need explanation
to the Creeks.

A bit later in the story Oskison writes,

"Walla Tenaka could undoubtedly have got away [from his
guards].

But, standing close to him so that you could see

the serenity of his face, you would understand that he
would not break:

you would understand it as surely as did

the guards" [tribal policemen chosen from among the Creeks
themselves] (16).

Again Oskison' s use of the second-person
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voice speaks to readers as outsiders who do not understand.
In that

same paragraph oskison writes,

orders must be obeyed:

"However,

the guards would stay by until

sunrise tomorrow, and then join the firing squad that was
to riddle the scrap of paper pinned over the man's heart"
(16).

It is significant to note that Oskison writes that

only a scrap of paper will be destroyed.

To Oskison, the

man

it

of

texts

and

literary

tropes,

is

perhaps

deliberately appropriate that the paper "heart" is torn;
the flesh and blood Walla Tenaka is somehow untouched:
"Hardly exaltation, but surely more than serenity was upon
Walla Tenaka.

Men get glimpses of radiant peace sometimes

• To them,

so defended, death comes with its bold

threat and provokes only a tolerant smile. • . • it seemed
to be, for him, a sort of glorious, satisfying termination"
(16) •
On both ends of the news dispatch, among the senders
and receivers, there is confusion and apprehension.

The

paragraph itself was "a tiny item in the day's accretion of
news:

it was only one of many tablet tales of crime which

went out into the world as that day's report of life • • .
only the prosy ending of a story common as rain--or death."
Oskison comments here that the death is significant in the
larger city only as it makes it mark on the printed page,
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a kind of tomb in itself.

But Oskison adds the almost

unnecessary twist to the story that in this newsroom, the
item from the Territory needs the added mediation of two
more newsmen:

"The tired, middle-aged man who wrote the

one-line caption under which the paragraph was printed took
half a minute off to show it to the young reporter sitting
nearest him,"

. and lias the telegraph form started for

the composing room, the headline writer explained briefly"
the origin of the story from Indian Territory, and "the
'star' printed the paragraph, under its one-line head, and
the world was unmoved" (16).

To newsmen, both young and

old, life's events have no real meaning; the telegrams are
sent to "composing" rooms and the event signified and
IIburied" under cryptic, one-line captions.
Back at the execution the young clerk, new to the
area, stands next to a man he takes to be a Creek and tries
to engage him in conversation about the procedure.

The

Native man refuses to say more than a few words, and the
clerk is forced to imagine the execution as taking place on
a baseball diamond with Walla Tenaka "standing on first and
the Indian policemen standing side by side near second"
(16) •
indeed,

Ironically he finds out that Walla Tenaka had,
been

traditional,

a
much

ball
more

player,

but

spiritually

a

player

oriented

of

the

ballgame.
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Oskison manages an effect of disgust without having to
display his disgust by superimposing the macabre metaphor
of American baseball upon the execution of a player of
traditional ball which was a highly religious activity.
Again

Oskison,

the

probable

eye-witness

reporter,

manages to be an insider to the Native point of view and an
insider to the world of print and its machinations.
being both yet neither in the story,
having

to

articulate

his

personal

By

Oskison sidesteps

opinions

about

the

tragedies at the seemingly inexorable interface between the
activities of the whiteman and the lives of the Native
Americans.
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CHAPTER TWO
The Anti-Heroic Biases

As described earlier,
defined

three

central

popular Western:

John Cawelti and others have

roles

in

the

turn-of-the-century

"the townspeople or agents of civilization

[implying also that the town with its institutions is an
almost

sacrosanct

threaten

this

'wilderness'

' space' ],

first

group

the

savages

townspeople"

but

savages

[and

or the untamed,

heroes who above all
of

the

who

chaotic

or

outlaws who

come

from

'space'],

and

the
the

possess many qualities or skills
are

fundamentally

commi tted

to

the

(Cawelti 73) and to civilized values--values

which are ultimately defended in a moment of epic conflict.
In Oskison's short stories these neat categories are not
applicable:

they are not even apparent.

For instance, his

heroes are almost always half-breeds or mixed bloods; they
are often old or worn-out, physically maimed or otherwise
unattractive--usually the fringe element of society.
conflicts are in no way of epic proportions.
fought are very small-scale:

The

The 'fights'

for instance, riding a bucking

mule, wrestling a drunken husband,

or ripping up private
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letters.

Being half-breed, the characters cannot be easily

associated with either the town or with the "wilderness,"
thus interpreting the symbolism of the geographical "spaces"
in the stories is difficult.

The spatial boundaries of

appropriate "domains" are blurred or obscured.

One of the

larger complications is that the stories all take place in
Indian Territory, itself difficult to define culturally and
politically, let alone literarily.

It was not a state and

it was not unclaimed nor unmarked space.

It was subject to

a variety of governmental laws and regulations, yet often
escaped the jUdicious application of those laws even when
the appropriateness of such application could be clarified.
Finally in these stories, there are strong anti-government,
anti-social,

and anti-mainstream-cultural messages.

It

cannot be said that Oskison's heroes ultimately defend the
status quo,

nor that Oskison himself is writing in the

conventional format of the popular Western.
One of Oskison's most important stories which features
a decidedly non-heroic main character is "Only the Master
Shall Praise" published in The century Magazine January,
1900.

In fact Oskison won first prize for this story in

Century's

"competition for

college graduates

of

1898."

Here, "Hanner the Runt" is a half-breed Cherokee cowboy,
"who combined with the stoicism of the Indian something of
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the physical energy and mental weakness of his white father.
One of his shoulders was knocked down a quarter of a foot
lower than the other, two ribs had been 'caved in' on his
left side, and a scar high up on his cheek-bone indicated a
stormy life" (327).
of popular Westerns.
"mental weakness."

This character is not the handsome hero
Pointedly, his white genes contribute
Not only is he not handsome, nor all-

white, but he is also significantly deformed.
"grotesque little figure."

His is a

His best friend is Bill Seymour,

a whiteman, IIshort, athletic, and good to look upon, but he
bore in his nature a too large share of the devil to be
dependable" (327).

Home to both of these characters is the

cattle ranges of the Indian Territory, but in the story the
two men ride to town on the Fourth of July for the homegrown celebration:

"There is one time in the year when the

cow-puncher feels that he must get away from his work and
indulge in a good time.

He does not know the significance

of the Fourth of July except in a hazy way, but he does know
that on that day he may have abundant whisky for the buying,
even though its sale be prohibited by law.

He knows, too,

that he will find at the big celebrations in the Territory
all his friends and enemies worth meeting and fighting"
(328).

These two characters come in from the free range to

the town, and it is within the boundaries of the town that
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the laws are broken, not by outlaws but by the ordinarily
law-abiding, while the citizens indulgently look the other
way.

The

cowboys

have

no

real

knowledge

of

traditions nor of American history and politics.

national

The Fourth

of July is for them only a day when "mixing it up," even
out-and-out fighting with friends

and enemies alike,

is

officially sanctioned.

There is no indication in the story

that

has

the

town

defending.
disruption.

itself

The

town

is

any
the

particular
"place"

of

values

worth

deviance

and

There is nothing here for a hero to rescue; the

tests of strength and skill are the various tourneys which
are part of the celebrations culminating in a bronc-busting
contest,

the bronc here being a wild mule.

Seymour has

volunteered "The Runt" to ride the mule, and it does take
all the skill and knowledge of the half-breed to conquer the
mule:

"Hanner was bleeding at the nose in half a minute,"

yet is able to subdue the animal after a strenuous battle.
The mule runs, "frightened and quivering, under the awning
of

a

lemonade-vender's

stand,

scattering

glasses

confections to the winds, and wrecking the. stand" (330).

and
If

anything the hero has destroyed any vestige and symbol of
"culture" by demolishing the lemonade stand.
Hanner manages to convince Seymour, drunk by the end of
the day, to leave town and start for home; but the drunken
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Seymour, hearing the sound of the approaching mail coach,
decides to stage a fake hold-up.
out of it, but to no avail.

Hanner tries to talk him

In the confusion, Seymour fires

his gun and mortally injures one of the drivers.

They hide

out during the night, only to be found the next morning by
the town's hastily formed vigilante posse.

Seymour had been

wearing Hanner's droopy hat when he attacked the stage.

NO\lT

the posse sees Hanner in the hat and immediately assumes he
is the culprit.

Seymour is safely out of sight; and Hanner

decides to let the error stand, thereby saving Seymour's
life.

The posse feels "he must be hanged straightaway.

effect of a lynching they felt to

bE~

good.

.

The

[And so

Hanner dies] there with a blind terror in his heart at the
blackness of the unknown,
Seymour in his mind"
sake

of

character

Seymour
nor

(335).

not

even

and with the thought of Bill
He becomes a martyr for the

because

Seymour

particularly worth

is

an

admirable

saving,

but only

because out of all the cowboys they knew, "Bill was the only
one

who

had

ever

recognized

the

fierce

desire

for

comradeship that had consumed him, the only one who had not
passed him by in open ridicule" (335).
there

is

no

conventional

institutions to be defended.

hero,

no

In this story
social

values

nor

It might be asserted that the

mail stage, with its cargo of letters, possible government
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documents

or

other

official missives,

is

a

symbol

of

civilization--a sort of moveable governed or regulated
space.

But the assault on that space is conducted by

Seymour,

not an outlaw,

just a weak and brutish drunk.

Hanner does not come to the defense of the values implied in
the symbolism of the mail stage nor to the defense of the
values of the town.

He does not ride off into the sunset at

the end of the story having won the day; he dies at sunrise
ignominiously and without lasting purpose.

Seymour's final

comment is lithe poor little fool" (335), hardly an elegy for
a hero.
In many ways an even stranger story is "When the Grass
Grew Long" published in The century Magazine in June 1901.
Here it could be argued that the main character is Jinnie
Jake, a full-blooded Cherokee girl.

Again the geographical

space in question is the unfenced, free rangelands of Indian
Territory upon which the cattle of the whiteman roam.

Also

on these prairielands, the cabins of the Cherokees are stuck
on "narrow, fertile strips of open land under the shelter of
rocky hills" (247).

Oskison describes the Cherokee women as

seen by one of the young cowpunchers, Billy Thompson:

"The

girls were rather heavy-bodied, with large, regular, and
unresponsive faces.

They would not talk to him when he

called for a gourd of water"; but with Jinnie "his desire
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for

female

Billy's

companionship

boss

tells

him

was
that

almost
he

satisfied"

does

not

care

wranglers go "down into the timber once in a while.

(247) .
if

the

There's

some half-breed girls, an' fullbloods too, that ain't so bad
comp'ny as you'd think.

Better consider it some" (247).

In this story there is no town, no institutions, no law
nor religion.

"civilized" man's only marks upon the prairie

are the fire-guards--"strips of grass cut while green, left
to

dry,

and

burned--to

protect

their

ranges

from

destruction" caused by the "late fall great fires [which]
raced across the country, leaving it black and bare" (247).
Sometimes,

it seems,

the Indians "forget" to burn these

fire-guards and are "forced to build again after the annual
conflagration."
On one particular late fall day, Billy Thompson rides
out to the Jakes to see if they have protected themselves
from the fires.

Here as in many of Oskison's stories,

Oskison demonstrates an ability to describe the moment as
might only a person raised on such land, attuned to such
days:

"In this strip of country, west of the creek, and

lying east of a range of low,

black-jack-covered hills,

where few cattle ever grazed, the grass grew to the height
of a rider's cinch-buckle.

The day was hot, and the air was

dry; the long stems of the dried grass were like trains of
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cotton.

From the south the wind carried the flames straight

up the valley, forcing the wild prairie-chickens and rabbits
to scurry for safety to the timber on each side" (248).
Bill finds that the Jakes have done nothing to save
their cabin.
the

He finds the old full-blood fascinated with

"oncoming wall of

destruction

a

half-crazy,

exultant light in the old Indian's eyes" (248).

Billy sends

the old woman to safety on his horse and tries to seize the
old man's arm to pull him away; but the old man shoves Billy
against the sharp,

jutting wall of the cabin with enough

force to break his hip.

At this Jinnie rushes to the

unconscious Billy, picks him up in her arms, and runs with
him to the creek.

Realizing that

the~e

is not enough water

in the small creek to save both of them, she forces him into
the water then runs back to the fire after her father,
plunging to her death in the flames.
Nothing is romanticized in this story.
characters are unattractive, even ugly,
tenacious in their own purposes.
not

admirable;

they

are,

in

The Indian

even if they are

The white characters are
fact,

users--usurping

prairielands and Indian women for themselves.

Oskison calls

them "rustlers" although it is difficult to tell if he means
actual thieves or just wranglers.

The girl's motives are

ambiguous, and the structure of the story is unsatisfying.
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If

the

reader

is

looking

for

a

story

that

is

romantically satisfying in the pulp Western tradition, it
may appear at first glance that "The Quality of Mercy" might
fulfill

those expectations.

Here there

seems to be

a

traditional hero in the figure of the newspaper editor,
Efferts.

He is wise, vigorous, a man of words and a certain

amount of power.

The action takes place not just in the

town, but specifically in a parlor of one of the most wellkept homes.

Efferts vanquishes the villain, scores one for

civilization,
However,

and wins the heart of the beautiful girl.

the story deviates from the formula in certain

significant ways.

One of the main characters, the beautiful

girl who is melodramatically named Miss Venita churchfield,
also the daughter of the well-apportioned house, is "fresh
from a

st.

"introduce

Louis school,"
culture"

into

and her main ambition
the

town

whose

main

is to

form

of

entertainment is the "unseemly shooting at sign-boards when,
on occasion,

cowboys,

fullbloods,

halfbreeds,

and whites

came in at night to 'paint the town'" (178).

Ironically,

however,

mother

Miss

Churchfield

herself

and

her

are

"breeds" who maintain their white-cultured household with
the help of other Indians.

Small Indian boys deliver the

newspaper, the emissary of culture, and others help maintain
order

in

the

household.

The

most

disorderly

of

the
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characters, the "villain" is an Englishman fresh from Great
Britain, that bastion of high culture.

He has robbed a Mr.

Graybill of $10,OOO--just the downpayment on a shipment of
cattle ordered from a weal thy Cherokee, Mr. Bluefeather.

In

this story the Indians have the culture and the wealth, live
in the towns and the parlors, and depend on newspapermen and
other "lovers of order" to stabilize their lives.

The

highwayman is British, and the hero is the man comfortable
with words and texts--not with guns nor brute force.

This

hero generously lets the villain off the hook when he finds
the money has been returned, his gesture of absolution made
under the idea of "the quality of mercy."
and

compassion

so

impresses Miss

This erudition

Churchfield that

she

chooses the older man over the young desperado, and the two
of them retire to the parlor.
Oskison certainly presents this story almost tongue-incheek.

He was well aware of the conventions of romance, yet

could not have been oblivious to the realities of life in
the Territory--the reality being that "breeds" were as
"civilized," as law-abiding, as cultured, and as educated as
anyone else taken at random in the area.
In both "Out of the Night that Covers" and "The Man Who
Interfered," the main character is Jim Freeman, the brokendown, worn-out, near-sighted, balding newspaper editor in
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Circletown, a "blot on the prairie."

In "Out of the Night"

he must stand off to the side and watch the only woman he
ever loved be beaten down by life and by her foolish,
boorish husband.

Finally her only son is arrested and in an

ensuing melee, Jim Freeman is shot by the sheriff.

His

sacrifice inspires the sheriff to give the boy one more
chance, and he sends him off in the custody of his parents-the father finally sober and the mother given a new lease on
life.

They return to their house on the ra\'l prairie.

Ironically in this story the sheriff, the embodiment of
order, shoots the newspaperman, the lover of order, in the
newspaper office where Jim Freeman not only composes texts
but also plays Pagliacci and strauss to the listeners who
assemble each night in the printshop.

And in liThe Man Who

Interfered" this same Jim Freeman, recovered from his wounds
in the previous story, is again asked to interfere in a
down-trodden woman's life.

This time the woman is an Indian

who is not beautiful, not available, and not romaticized.
She lives on the outskirts of the town,
abusive

~/hite

married to an

husband, and thus represents nothing of value

to "civilization." She is trying to leave her husband, but
Jim Freeman convinces her to return with him while he tries
to "tame" her husband making him safer for her to stay with.
Lizzy squirrel tells Jim Freeman she is going back to her
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own people in the hills.

The character Jim Freeman and

perhaps Oskison himself seems ambivalent about advocating
prolonging a marriage just for the sake of the institution,
yet also wants something more than for the Indian woman to
return to the hills. Jim Freeman has "a conviction that he
ought to stop this woman from going back to the hills, and
to a family who would not understand her failure to find a
niche in the white man's world. . . .There was, of course,
the general good which comes from preserving the social
order; but beyond that was another argument, if he could
only get it"

(559).

Preserving the "social order"

is

secondary in Freeman's mind to enabling the Indian woman not
just to survive in her situation,
control

it.

Freeman finds

but to dominate and

that Lizzie has

been able

actually to fight with her husband, choke him until he lost
his senses, tie him up, and lock him in the stable (558). So
Freeman tells her, "You beat him this time; you've got him
tamed.

He'll be a good old work horse after this" (559).

Lizzie is not totally convinced, but she returns to her home
with him, somewhat "inspired by the dingy, lonely man who
rode beside her, a battered derby crushed down almost to his
spectacles" (560). Jim himself, astride his pony, "looked
grotesque and old and frayed, the literal Jim Freeman; but,
underneath, lived another Jim Freeman, one who talked gaily ~
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wisely,

to

Lizzie

squirrel,

and

who

seemed

to

her

as

peaceful as the hills for whose shelter she yearned" (560).
There

is an

sentences.

intermixing of auras or of roles

in these

The woman has beaten her husband physically; she

has performed the traditionally male heroic action,

yet

still desires to return to the hills--to the Native space.
Jim Freeman, totally unlikely as a typical Western hero, is
about to fight her husband himself, yet carries with him the
peacefulness of those hills, making portable even for her
that "space."

When they arrive at the barn, Jim does go

inside, untie the husband, and proceed to fight him.

It is

a grossly unequal fight, but Jim is motivated by "a great
fear and a great necessity" and manages to hold on "until
the other was staggering and

gaspin~_

for breath"

(562).

When Lizzie enters the barn, she finds "the lantern, shining
feebly, peacefully, upon two unconscious men"

(562).

Her

husband finally regains consciousness, "sober and shaken";
but

the

story

suggests

that

Freeman

dies--"and

the

reconstructed life of a cow-country bum and wife-beater was
perhaps the fittest memorial the editor of the Round-Up
could have wished" (563).
In these stories civilization is not re-affirmed.

The

characters live in the hinterlands, not in the towns. Their
lives

do

not

affect

those

of

the

townspeople.

The
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characters,

for the most part,

have nothing to do with

institutions, except peripherally, unless the character is
a journalist in which case he usually stands off to the side
and

observes

or

records

the

actions.

Most

of

the

significant characters are mixed-bloods which complicates
the clear-cut division between "good guys"

and outlaws.

Most of the significant characters have an affinity for the
wilderness or for untamed spaces,
Western

hero

who

knows

the

but unlike the usual

wilderness

but

uses

that

knowledge to defeat the outlaws in "outlawed" or "wild"
space, Oskison's characters usually choose or prefer the
uninscribed spaces.
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CHAPTER THREE
Full-Bloods, Mixed Bloods, and Anti-Government sentiments

Despite the fact that John Oskison has been listed in
most bibliographies of Native American writers, no critical
studies have yet been made of his writings.
Stensland's
Indian:

1973
An

Literature

Annotated

by

and

Bibliography

about

the

includes

paragraph of biography and a list of his novels.

Anna Lee
American
a

short

Angeline

Jacobson's 1977 Contemporary Native American Literature:

A

Selected and Partially Annotated Bibliography lists some of
his novels.

Most exhaustively the 1981 Littlefield and

Par ins A Biobibliography of Native American Writers, 17721924 lists all of his articles and short stories.
Colonese and Louis Owens
Novelists: :

And Tom

in their 1985 American Indian

An Annotated critical Bibliograpy give some

especially useful secondary sources consisting mainly of
book review references and bibliographies.
a

paragraph

of

discussion

Traditions and New Forms"

by

LaVonne

Oskison is given
Ruoff

in

"Old

in Studies in American Indian

Literature, by Priscilla Oaks in "Native American Novelists
of the Thirties" in Melus,

by Andrew Wiget in the essay
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"Native American Literature:

A Bibliographic Survey of

American Indian Literary Tradition" in choice Magazine, and
by Bernd Peyer in his introduction to The Singing Spirit:
An Anthology of Early Fiction from 1810-1935.

It is ironic

that these readers consider Oskison to be an Indian author,
but when he writes about his own life in his fiction they
say he does not write about Indians.

As I mentioned in my

introduction, Bernd Peyer writes that "only a few stories
have an Indian subject";
specific

Indian

Priscilla Oaks says that

characteristics

are

attributed

to

"no
the

central characters"; and Andrew Wiget asserts that Oskison' s
few "Indian characters have only minor parts" and that in
his fiction he showed "no interest in Indian life."

Aside

from the illogic of claiming oskison as an Indian writer and
then asserting that when he writes of his own life he is not
writing about Indians, there is the even more glaringly
obvious fact that most of Oskison's main characters in his
short stories are either mixed-bloods or full-bloods busily
engaged in "Indian" lives in Indian Territory.

Oskison

published at least twenty stories counting the three perhaps
"creative non-fiction" pieces about the various outlaw gangs
published in Frank Leslie's Monthly.
least

fourteen

feature

either

Of these twenty, at

fullblood

or mixed-blood

characters, and all the stories are set in Indian Territory.
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There

are

seven

important.

characters are fullbloods.
in

The

Indian

stories

in

which

the

main

"Tookh Steh I s Mistake" published

Chieftain

published

in

Vinita,

Indian

Territory, in 1897, is subtitled "An original story with Its
Scene laid Right at Home."

It begins,

"Tookh Steh was a

fullblood, and his convictions concerning things were very
strong.

But Tookh had something of right on his side, when

he made the one foolish move of his life, as this story is
written to show."

Oskison, not yet twenty-three years old

when he wrote this piece, demonstrates a solid understanding
of the politics and manueverings in Indian Territory and of
the ways of the fullbloods.

In describing Tookh Steh,

Oskison could almost have been describing himself:
For forty years Tookh Steh had lived in the White
Oak hills, a neighborhood not known outside the
Indian Territory, or one might safely say,
Cherokee Nation.

the

During this time he had seen

many changes come over his country.

When he came

to these hills with old Wan a Steh, his father, he
was not old enough to remember anything of his
former home down in the Flint Hills, where the
"hogbacks" of Arkansas and Indian Territory jostle
each

other,

other's arms.

and

throw

up

boulders

into

each

• Tookh grew up half on the
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prairie and half in the rocky solitude of the
timbered hills.
to the boy.

The prairie was an inspiration

From its wide,

rolling sweeps he

imbibed a love of freedom; the love that is not
voiced by brazen lunged patriots,

but the kind

that

its

the

coyote

pup

sucks

from

mother's

breast, and which prevents you from ever taming
the little vagrant.

From the hills the boy got

that secretiveness which tells you nothing of what
a fullblood feels.

(p. 1, col. 1)

The story is really about the grown man, even the old
man, Tookh Stehi but what oskison writes about the boy Tookh
Steh reminds us that Oskison himself was just such a boy--if
not a fullblood, at least raised in the exact location he
describes and at least raised to appreciate the solitude of
the

prairie

and

the

secretiveness

of

some

of

its

inhabitants.
One lone white man moves early into the Territory and
eventually gains Tookh Steh's trust because he also is a
"seeker after solitude. 1I

But inevitably

the railroad came down from the north, in time,
and

flashed

on

into Texas,

whites followed its trail.

and

the

intruding

stockmen began to

realize what a mine of wealth lay in the luxuriant
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grass

growing

prairies,

waist

high

on

the

hills

and

and soon long trains of cattle were

turned loose to get fat and make profits for their
owners.

(1)

Oskison makes the strongly worded statement that "it
did not happen that the United states wished to stamp out
tribal government in the Cherokee nation until Tookh had
lived in his hill home for forty years."

[Emphasis mine]

Finally the time comes when a commission from the united
states Senate arrives to abrogate the treaty made previously
with the Cherokee giving them land in Indian Territory.
Oskison credits these men with being "sensible, educated,
and conscientious";

but he also warns his readers

that

"political ambition is the birthright of a Cherokee, and so
those who talked ancient vows hindered the commission's work
more than a stranger would imagine."

(It is difficult to

determine whether Oskison is bemoaning or applauding the
fact that Cherokee politicians hindered the work of the
commission; but in the context of the rest of the story, it
seems

apparent

that

Oskison

admires

perspicacity of the old fullbloods.)
speak

to

the

commission

along

the

tenacity

and

Tookh Steh decides to

wi th

a

number

of

other

fullbloods:
It was not often that the Indian, Tookh, went to
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town.

His long black hair, dark face and feather-

decked hat created no more favorable impression
among the snobbish little store clerks, than his
dingy, mouse-colored pony, blind in one eye for
ten years, and his old twine mended saddle did
among the be spurred and fully equipped cowboys.
But Tookh did not care about such a simple matter
as external appearance; he had the welfare of the
country on his mind.

He felt that he was partly

responsible for the action of the nation, whatever
it should be, in the issues at hand.
The old fullbloods eloquently state their case and
their desires and remind the commission that they had a
treaty with the united states; but the commissioners tell
the fullbloods that they have no choice in the matter.
"are sorry that the

change would work hardship on the

Indians, but sentiment could not control.
come.

They

The change must

Treaties were good so long as they did not stand in

the way of progress,

but they could not last forever."

Tookh steh listens to the proceedings and is filled with
despair.

His "dear, secluded hills would be peopled, the

timber cut down, and his boy would have only the corn patch
and the two ponies when the old man was gone."

He decides

to leave immediately for Mexico which he has only heard of
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and never visited.

"He had heard that there one could find

boundless freedom, amid mountains more rugged than any he
had ever seen."

What he finds, however, is a too-lengthy

journey and starvation.

He dies en route, "begging brokenly

to be sent back to the White Oak hills."

When word of his

death reaches a friend back at Pryor Creek, the friend can
only consider Tookh Steh foolish.

But Oskison ends his

article by saying, "Perhaps Tookh was foolish to think that
he could change the course of what men call destiny, simply
because he had a principle to back him.

But then, Tookh was

a fullblood, and his convictions concerning things were very
strong."
Oskison's article has the tone of Brutus's speech in
praise of Caesar.

Oskison praises the men of the Senate

commission in measured words and speaks of the possible
improvements that might occur when the Territory is opened
to cattlemen and farmers.

He has Mr. Verte, the one trusted

white man, suggesting that the Indian government is "almost
efficient," the Indian schools "ample in number, if poor in
teachers";

and that many things could be better,

"the

solution hastened, and happiness consummated sooner, with
the change."

And Oskison has an Indian neighbor voice the

opinion that Tookh Steh is "foolish," and that things really
did not turn out to be so bad in the short run as Tookh
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imagined.

But Oskison's description of the freedom and

expanse of the unfenced prairie,

the eloquence of the

speeches

against

the

old

fullbloods

make

breaking the

treaty, and the poignancy of Tookh's plunge toward freedom
and unexplored mountains belie any naive belief that any socalled progress in the form of opening the Territories for
white expansion was a simple and benign process.

Even

though this is only a three-column piece written early in
Oskison's career, it is as impassioned and sophisticated as
anything else Oskison was to write.

In fact, much of the

writing Oskison did as a young man still living in the
Territory or freshly away from home not yet influenced by
life in the big cities is probably even more empassioned and
sympathetic to the traditional lifestyles of the fullbloods.
Even this early writing demonstrates his usual method of
stepping behind his characters on politically charged issues
and having them speak for themselves.

Naive readers may

read into the text Oskison's approval of assimilation and
progress, but a second reading produces the darker echoes of
irony, satire, and perhaps even despair over what would be
and was being inevitably lost from the Native life in Indian
Territory.
other short stories, it should be remembered, in which
fullblood characters are featured prominently are "When the
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Grass Grew Long" in which a fullblood girl and her father
perish in a prairie fire, the old man fascinated by the
power of the flames and the girl following him into the fire
after saving a young white cattle drover;

"To Younger's

Bend" in which Old Tom starr, a taciturn fullblood, aids and
abets the Younger Gang, rejoicing in defying the white man's
law; "The Problem of Old Harjo" in which a dignified old
fullblood finally decides to become a Christian thanks to
the efforts of a young missionary woman, but ultimately is
barred from the church because he cannot put aside one of
his two wives; "Walla-Tenaka--Creek" in which a fullblooded
man is executed, the execution not being particularly the
main point of the story, but rather his dignity in death and
the fact that he has returned voluntarily from a furlough he
was given to return to his home for the birth of his child;
"The Man Who Interfered" in which an aging newspaper editor
dies helping a fullblooded woman achieve power and dominance
over her white husband; and finally, "The Singing BirdlO in
which all the characters are fullbloods except for the
"problem" character of the story--Lovely Daniel,

"a wild

half-breed neighbor" whom the fullblooded woman of the story
ultimately vanquished.
In liThe Singing Bird" published in Sunset Magazine in
March,

1925, Oskison demonstrates that the Cherokee are
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perfectly capable of maintaining their own governments,
disciplining their own members, and coping, at least for the
time being, with the encroaching white population.

The

story begins with a nocturnal meeting of the Kee-too-wah
organization gathered at Jim Blind-Wolfe's cabin.
Self-charged with the duty of carrying out the
ancient command to maintain amongst the Cherokee
the full-blood inheritance of race purity and race
ideals, they would discuss an alarming late growth
of outlawry in the tribe, an increase in crime due
to idleness, drink and certain disturbing white
men who had established themselves in the hills.
(5)

Jim's wife Jennie knows Lovely Daniel as the wife of
her friend Betsy.

In Betsy's home Lovely would

speak with Jennie of his hunting; he would talk
of the white men he knew at Vinita, some of whom
came to the Spavinaw hills in the late fall to
chase deer with him and encourage him to become
active in tribal politics.

These men wished to

spur him to active opposition to the reactionary
full-bloods, the Kee-too-wahs, who bitterly resented white intrusion.

(6)

The focus of this story is on the fullbloods, young and
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old,

and their efforts to keep "the race pure" and the

tribal government uncontaminated even by mixed-bloods.
is

interesting

to

speculate

upon

where

himself in relation to such a situation.
writing of this story,

Oskison

It

places

By the time of the

Oskison is fifty years old,

has

traveled internationally, and has had much of his career as
a

journalist in the

largest cities of the nation.

He

himself is a mixed-blood, and he has certainly spoken often
in a voice which seems to advocate assimilation and intermarriage.

Lovely Daniel is described sympathetically or

nostalgically at least once:

"long after the new moon had

sunk he sat, at times crooning fragments of old Cherokee
songs,

or flinging an occasional gay word to

Betsy" (6).

[his wife]

But it is not the half-breed who survives in

this story, try as he may with the old Cherokee songs and
his desire to speak in council to make himself part of the
tribal flow and its expected continuity.

He serves as the

villain of the story; the person who tries to seduce another
man's wife and make of her "a singing bird," an adulterous
woman.
Oskison describes the tenor of the meetings among the
fullbloods:
Impersonal, free from individual angers, jealousies, attachments, they sat, like remote, secret
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gods, in judgment on the conduct of a community,
the policy of a tribe.

Kee-too-wah tradition,

the old conception of tribal integrity, the clean
spirit of ancestors who had successfully fought
against race deterioration and the decay of morale
in the long years of contact with the whites in
Georgia and Tennessee--these were their preoccupations.

They harked back to legendary days, to the

very beginning, when the Great Spirit had handed
over to the tribe a sacred fire, with the injunction to keep it burning forever; and they strove
to keep alive in the minds of an easy living,
careless generation the memory of that road of
Calvary over which their fathers and mothers had
been driven when the then new Indian country was
settled.

(8)

It is worth remembering that this story was written
after Oskison had written his

articles

for

mainstream

magazines in which he seems to endorse assimilation and the
intermingling of cultures.

Perhaps "The singing Bird" is a

gesture of regret for any culpability he may have felt for
earlier statements or stances.

Or perhaps the story is only

a gesture toward giving the public the romanticized Indian
it was already accustomed to reading about.

liThe Singing
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Bird" is the lead story in that issue of Sunset Magazine,
but it is followed by "Stalkers and Fakers:
Real

Sportsmen

and

the

For-Revenue-only

A comparison of
Type

of

Game

Butchers" by Stewart Edward White, author of African Camp
Fires. Another companion piece discusses Japanese industry,
"the fifth of a series of articles dealing with conditions
on the other side of the world" (86).

Sunset Magazine was

already appealing to the exotic desires of its upper-middleclass readership.

The characters in "The Singing Bird" can

be considered only bits of exotica or they can be read as
manifestations of what Oskison genuinely knew and wanted
others to know about fullbloods and their traditions.
In the story Jennie lures Lovely Daniel into her
bedroom while her husband is at his meeting, then runs to
get her husband, relying on him to believe she had lured
Lovely into a trap rather than to allow him to seduce her.
Her husband does believe her, overpowers Lovely, and gives
him a deadly choice--to be an outcast forever or death.
"Listen," [Jim says]

"I will tell you one other

way [besides exile].

Like this, Lovely Daniel--

you can go up yonder, if you are brave man--"
solemnly Jim pointed to the crimson-streaked sky
"on the back of the sun!

Old Cherokee folks tell

about how Eenyans go horne to Great spirit on the
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back of the sun.
try.

I don't know; maybe so; you can

. Lovely Daniel weighed the alternatives

swiftly • • . . "I go with the sun!" he cried . .
. . Out of some deep, long-hidden spring of memory
rose a fragment of wild song, a chant of death.
It mounted to a fervid burst, as the sharp red
edge of the sun appeared edge of the sun appeared;
it ended in a triumphant whoop--and the roar of
the pistol. (88)
Here the drun)cen half-breed can only be a part of the
traditional group in death, cleansed from contamination and
entering eternity on the half-remembered song in his blood.
At the very least these
characters are fullbloods,

seven stories whose main

to say nothing of the eight

others whose main characters are mixed-bloods, demonstrate
that Oskison wrote often and with sophistication about
"Indians" and "Indian topics."

When the reader sympathizes

with the fullblood main character, the sympathy is always
automatically then anti-government or anti-institution since
that is the position of these fullbloods.
are

complex

and

ambiguous

and

Oskison's stories

indicate

Oskison's

conflicted relationship to the subject matter.

own
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Case for Myth

A consideration of the complexities of John Oskison's
stories, beyond the fact that they undercut in almost every
aspect the conventions of the popular Western to which they
are usually compared, must include an acknowledgement of the
presence of myth, both Cherokee and other, which informs
Oskison's fiction and makes his stories decidedly Native
American.

The Cherokee notions of the Little People, the

efficacy of incantations, the ways of bringing death to the
enemy, and the figures of Mother Sun, Gambler, and Giant
Snake are all subtly present in his stories.

The Coyote

tales and desert landscape of the American Southwest, while
not Cherokee, were also fascinating to Oskison and seem to
be included in his stories as well in unusual ways.
Oskison traveled to the far West and desert Southwest
often.

From as early as 1895 when he was only twenty, he

made a trip to Yosemite Valley and wrote of his experiences
in a letter to his hometown newspaper, The Indian Chieftain.
He writes

in that

letter/article of seeing the Indian

dwellings in the Valley and of his interest in them.

He
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writes of the utes in utah in The North American Review in
1907,

of the Pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico in The

Delineator in 1913, of the Apaches in The Quarterly Journal
of the Society of the American Indian in 1913 and in outing
in 1914,

of the Pimas in another issue of The Quarterly

Journal also in 1914, of the Navajos in outing in 1914, of
Arizona's Indians in general in Southern Workman in 1914,
and of the zunis in outing in 1915.
The "well-known author" John Milton Oskison--as Yndia
Smalley Moore, proprietor of La Cazuela, called him--signed
her tearoom guestbook sometime in 1914 during one of his
visits to Tucson.

And we know that Oskison's father had

taken his young boys twice to live in california, and also
that Oskison as a college student had attended Stanford.

It

is probably safe to say that Oskison was well-familiar and
fascinated with the West,

its Native peoples,

and their

myths and legends.
In 1974 Jack Gregory and Rennard strickland published
American

Indian

Spirit

Tales:

Redbirds,

Ravens,

and

Coyotes, a collection of "tribal legends gathered [more than
sixty year ago]

from many tribes by the great Cherokee

author John Milton Oskison.

.

.

. These legends come from

many tribes--from Creek and Cherokee and Osage and Hopi and
Navajo" (preface).

Gregory and Strickland write in their
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preface that "together the stories and illustrations [by
Cherokee artist Blue Buzzard (Howard Collins)] are one in
creating a picture of the world as seen through Indian
eyes."

Here is concrete evidence, at least, that Oskison

collected and transcribed myths from not only his own tribe
but also from as many other tribes as he encountered.

Thus

it is not far-fetched to find artifacts and atmospheres from
these myths structuring or underlying many of his short
stories.
Some of Oskison's most bizarre stories can best be
explained by considering the mythological influences.
story

with

striking

examples

of

One

these

mythological,

metatextual motifs is "Koenig's Discovery."

Set in the New

Mexican Territory, it seems to be merely a story of a young
man who returns from a herding expedition to find his friend
having

an

affair

with

his

wife;

he

then

exacts

a

premeditated revenge in keeping with frontier justice in
order to restore his idea of order and morality to his home
and ranch.
Published

in

Collier's

"Koenig's Discovery"
unusual stories.

magazine,

May

28,

1910,

is one of Oskison's best and most

In the story, Koenig and his best friend

Shaeffer run across a prosperous sheepman with an oasis-like
ranch, surrounded by the vast southwest desert.

They both
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fall in love with the rancher's daughter Rachel, but Koenig
is the one who marries her.

He must earn her father's favor

by herding sheep on the far

reaches of the range,

but

Shaeffer stays at the home as a bookkeeper.

Shaeffer and

Rachel

returns

begin

discovers

the

territory.

an

affair;

affair,

he

and

when

orders

Keonig

Shaeffer

to

leave

and
the

Unfortunately, as Oskison writes, "there is more

to going away forever than a resolve" (20).
goes to the mountains.

Shaeffer only

The Indians in the mountains know

that everyday Koenig rides into the mountains to spy on
Shaeffer to see if he has gone.

One dark night Shaeffer

returns to the ranch for one more rendezvous with Rachel.
This time Koenig is lying in wait for his one-time friend.
When

Rachel

screams

Shaeffer manages

to

escape to

the

mountains, but Koenig swiftly follows to shoot him dead.
According to the conventions of popular fiction at the
turn of the century, the two male protagonists in a Western
are bonded together in a sort of
relationship.

Predictably

the

undying brother/friend
hero

is

the

dominant

character, usually white, and his sidekick is usually darkskinned.

The hero learns all that his sidekick knows about

the wilderness and surviving in it.,

and is thus able to

return to civilization all the better equipped to dominate
his world.

Never in the pulp fictions does the hero kill
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off

his

friend,

especially

when

knowledge surpasses his own.

that

friend's

social

[In "Koenig's Discovery,"

Shaeffer is quite at home in the ranch parlor and in doing
the paperwork for the ranch.]
adultery

may

be

expected,

but

Shaeffer's banishment for
his

execution

and

its

aftermath are unique to Oskison's story.
Koenig reflects
upon the quality of this border life into which
he had so eagerly and zestfully plunged.

It was

not all romance; it was not even half romanitc.
There

was

an

unexpected

grimness

about

it.

Instead of the blithe, careless, adventurous
people that he had pictured while still following the

sun

over

and

the

unsmiling.

mountains,

he

found

them

close-mouthed

(32)

Oskison writes that in these hours "Koenig made a true
appraisal of the raw West and its peoples:

. to be

effective in this country, he had learned that a man's hold
must never loosen.

Oskison asserts, but speaking in the

manner of his character, that "prizes were won by the man
with the stoutest wrist, and women were among the prizes.
They must be won and held, in the same way that one acquired
horses and lands:

and if the holder were weak, women were

ravaged,

were

just

as

horses

and

lands"

(32).

Since
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Shaeffer had actually been taking good care of the horses
and lands while Koenig was with the sheep herds in the
distant wild ranges, and since Rachel was hardly "ravaged"
but had consented to the affair with Shaeffer and in fact
seems in love with him over her husband, Oskison's sentiment
seems

to

point

to

a

text

beyond

the

story

at

hand.

Additionally, there is something unsettling, even uncanny,
at this point in Oskison's description of the Southwest and
its peoples especially in a
magazine.

story written for Collier's

Collier's in 1910 was more than ever catering to

its readers' expectations of romance, social progress, and
the carefully controlled exoticism of the American West.
Oskison is certainly not writing a travel brochure with his
story.

He

is

certainly

not

romanticizing

the

native

peoples, those American "orientals" just on the borders of
"civilization"
visited.

whom

The

readers

Indians

are

might

imagine

shadow

observers who, eerily, wait and watch.

are

figures,

easily
timeless

Koenig turns upon

Shaeffer with a viciousness of imagination that momentarily
rivals twentieth-century science fiction.

such uncanniness

in itself calls into question the conventions of the popular
Western romance \'Tithout the further emphasis on myth which
the story contains.
Besides Oskison's mild but certain deconstruction of
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the fabled "West" where desirable women are courted with
chivalry and where the hero is supposed to defend the values
of church, school, and civil justice--in none of which is
Koenig interested--Oskison establishes Biblical parallels in
his story only to render them uncanny also.

There is, of

course, the story in Genesis of Jacob who goes to the more
deserted regions of his country and falls

in love with

Rachael, daughter of an old patriarch who runs sheep in the
desert.

Instead of two men vying for the attentions of one

woman, Jacob in the Genesis story must marry two sisters to
end up

finally with Rachael,

younger daughter.

his

first

choice but

the

Jacob quickly learns to maintain his

"hold" on his women and on his own flocks by adopting the
survival tactics and treachery of his father-in-law and of
the

desert.

J'acob

learns

that

mutual

treachery

and

suspicion are necessary tactics to hold on to his own in the
borderlands.
But

beyond

these

Biblical

allusions

in

IIKoenig's

Discovery," Oskison adds an even more bizarre ending to his
story.

After Koenig has killed his once-friend Shaeffer, he

encloses

the

body

barricade he has

propped

against

constrl),cted of

boulders

within

a

cedar poles and brush.

Then, ruthlessly, Koenig brings his wife to the mountain to
look at what he has done:
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As she peered trembling through the cracks of the
barricade [she sees Shaeffer] propped against a
pile of boulders.
enclosure .

• Around him making an

• . were set cedar stakes, ten feet

high, their sharpened ends pointing outward.

At

the base they were buried in the desert floor, and
so cunningly had Koenig wrought the woof of his
strange fabric that it stood solid as some bit of
firm military fortification.
woven back and forth,

was a

Across the top,
screen of smaller

cedar branches to keep from the preying buzzards
the corpse that was to serve as an ever-fresh
reminder to Koenig that, in the primitive man's
country, to have means to hold.
There

is

just

the

suggestion

here

(32)
of

the

greed,

treachery, and violence of the Biblical figures, but even
beyond the Biblical allusions, Oskison' s story seems to have
a subtle relationship to certain motifs in the Coyote tales
of the Southwest.

The most striking image in Oskison's

story--the twist that makes it memorable--is the strange
nest of poles and branches Koenig erects on the top of the
mountain in which he props the corpse as a warning to all
passersby.
with this image the reader must know that Oskison is
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not writing merely a popular Western which conventionally
ends with the hero riding off into happiness, having won the
heart of an adoring woman, usually at great pain to himself.
In the first paragraph of this story, the scene is subtly
set for a more mythological, more autochthonous reading:
when Koenig and Shaeffer first arrive in the Southwest "they
enter a ripe civilization.

They finger huge old gate-posts,

bleached, rotting, and nodding.

They look with wonder upon

houses so old they sagged" (20).

The place is called Palos-

-the place of stakes--whose people are "wolfish il ; and it is
thus a place immediately read as a place outside of time and
history.
In Larry Evers's video series Words and Place, Apache
storyteller Rudolph Kane tells of Baht'so'see, or Coyote,
who tricks his hunting companion into descending into an
Eagle's nest where Coyote abandons him.

First he fights

viciously with Eagle and her babies for the bloody, raw meat
she brings; but eventually he starves to death while Coyote
steals his woman.

Here are the same elements of stark

landscape, treacherous companions, adultery and abandonment
in an eagle's nest on the top of a mountain.

And Clifford

Jake, a Southern Paiute storyteller, tells of Coyote and his
companion Winter also out hunting.

Coyote convinces winter

to climb into an eagle's nest where Coyote abandons him to
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starve.

winter eventually is rescued by Bat,

emaciated and weak.

but he is

When he gets home he finds that Coyote

has been sleeping with his wife and has fathered several
children by her.
These stories are not the light-hearted trickster tales
where

the

joke

unscathed.
surrealistic.

is

They

upon
are

Coyote
bleak,

\V'ho

escapes

discordant,

essentially
and

Their violence jars the reader:

almost
Coyote's

original wife and children are frozen almost to death when
winter exacts his revenge by blowing a cold wind upon them.
Coyote, hoping to thaw them out, places them in the fire;
but they all burn to death, ultimately and ironically by his
own hand.

Perhaps

the surrealism

something to the harsh,

dry,

in these tales

angular

landscapes of

owes
the

Apache Southwest or even the alkali-flat, moonscapes of the
Southern Paiutes; or perhaps it owes something to Oskison's
vision of the temperament of the people he visited in these
places.

certainly the cairn in oskison's story seems in a

way to owe something to the motif of the eagle's nest, with
its associated violence and betrayal in the Coyote tales
Oskison might well have heard.
Besides the timelessness of the tales and the fact that
the characters repeat the actions of countless men before
them,

echoing Leslie silko's notion of "time immemorial"
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events, there is also a mythological sense of place in the
story.

The location where Koenig decides to build the

"nest" in which to abandon the dead Shaeffer is described as
"a graveyard--a tremendous, wide, extended graveyard--big
enough to hold the dead of a continent . . • " (31).
than a

geographical place in the story,

More

this graveyard

signifies a space in the imagination for death, just such a
space

as

the eagle's

stories.

Just as

nest signifies

in the two Coyote

Coyote tales may have helped flavor

Oskison's story, his story is in effect a comment on the
work of imagination in Coyote tales.

They "aren't just

stories," as Leslie silko reminds us, and they aren't just
recuntings of the vicissitudes of men, as Oskison reminds
us.

These tales echo the shape of the land itself and

account

to

the

imagination

for

death,

treachery,

and

violence.
There are tricksters at work in these tales--Oskison' s,
Rudolph Kane's and Clifford Jake's, the Bible's.

Gerald

Vizenor writes in "Trickster Discourse" in Narrative Chance:
The trickster is a sign, a communal signification
that

cannot

be

separated

or

understood

in

isolation; the signifiers are acoustic images
and
signifier

the signified,
locates

in

or the concept the

language

and

social
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experiences,

is

translation.
trickster,

narrative

a

event

or

a

The listeners and readers become the
a

sign,

and

semiotic

discourse; the trickster is a
in narrative voices,

not a

figure in isolation.

• .
model

.

being

in

holotrope

or a

tragic

(189)

Once we have heard any given storYf it is possible to
hear its echoes in other stories of its kind.

To hear

similarities among these four stories is not far-fetched.
Such blending of narrative voices is consistent with, as
Bakhtin suggests, attempts to liberate "cultural-semantic
and emotional intentions from the hegemony of a single and
unitary language" and experience, commensurate with a "loss
of

feeling

thought"

for

language as

an absolute form

(Krupat in Narrative Chance 61).

functions

to disrupt hegemony and to

of

A Coyote tale

remind us

of

the

possibilities of myth in storytelling.
Years

after

Shaeffer's

body

rotted

away,

Oskison

writes, passersby always found "a gaunt skeleton sagging
against a pile of boulders and imprisoned in a weatherbeaten, rotting stockade of white cedar polies.
Indian custom,' they always assumed."
seems

to

be

Oskison' s

way

of

skeletons beneath his own tale.

'A strange

This ending sentiment

pointing

out

to

us

the
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Readers expecting to find the popular Western format in
Oskison's tales will again be surprised by the unsettling
twists in "When the Grass Grew Long," published in June,
1901, in century Mazazine.

This is the story in which the

young Cherokee girl

a

saves

cowpuncher's

life

but then

rushes into a prairie fire killing herself.
The Cherokee believed that the Sun was a woman and not
particularly fond of humans.

James Mooney records in a

version of the sun legend in Myths of the Cherokee that
the Sun hated the people on the earth, because
they could never

look straight at her without

screwing up their faces.

. The Sun was jealous

and planned to kill all the people, so every day
when she got near her daughter's house she sent
down such sultry rays that there was a great fever
and the people died by the hundreds.

(252)

The people become afraid that no one would be left, so they
turn for help to the Little Men,

sons of Thunder.

The

Li ttle Men use their medicine to change two men into snakes,
the Spreading-adder and the Copperhead, who are unsuccessful
in their efforts to kill the Sun.

The Little Men then have

to change two more men into snakes--one

into the Great

Uktena, a giant mythological snake, and the other into the
Rattlesnake.

"The Rattlesnake was so quick and eager that
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he got ahead and coiled up just outside the house, and when
the Sun's daughter opened the door to look out for her
mother, he sprang up and bit her and she fell dead in the
doorway" (253).

In Rattlesnake's haste he forgets to wait

for the Sun who is the real enemy, and his overeagerness
angers the great Uktena who leaves in disgust, growing so
angry that he becomes an enemy of man also.
getting rid

of

the murderous

Sun has

around, and the legend reminds us:
the Copperhead, the Rattlesnake,

The job of

been botched

all

"The Spreading-adder,

and the Uktena were all

men" (253).
Mooney continues the myth:
When the Sun found her daughter dead, she went
into the house and grieved, and the people did not die any
more, but now the world was dark all the time, because the
Sun would not come out.

They went again to the Little Men,

and these told them that if they wanted the Sun to come out
again they must bring back her daughter from Tsusgina'i, the
Ghost country, in

usu~hi'yi,

the Darkening land in the West.

(253)
Seven people, again men, are chosen for the journey,
given various complicated instructions, and told to bring
the Sun's daughter home in a specially constructed box which
they are told not to open under any circumstances.

Of
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course, the temptation to open this Pandora-like box is too
great; and when they are nearly home the men open the box
and the daughter of the Sun, in the form of a Redbird, flies
out.

When the men face the Sun without her daughter, she

grieves and cries until "her tears made a flood upon the
earth,

and

drowned. "

the

people

were

afraid

the

world

would

be

They send their most handsome young people to

dance before the Sun to amuse her.

When at last the drummer

suddenly changes the song, she lifts up her face and is so
pleased at the sight she forgets her grief and smiles.
(254 )

In this myth the relation between the people and the
Sun is not an easy one.

This almost omnipotent woman, the

Sun, hates humans to begin with, is easily angered, and is
quick to exact revenge creating burning droughts, famines,
days of darkness, and then floods in her wake.

The men who

venture out into the world in their efforts to fix things
up are ineffectual and only make matters worse.

There is

the sense here of puny men pitted against a headstrong and
powerful

female.

But

a

relationship

is

established,

precarious though it may be.
In Oskison' s
young

cowboy,

story "When the Grass Grew Long," the

Billy,

leaves

Indiana

for

the

Indian

Territories expecting to arrange a better world for himself
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than he had had in Indiana.

He reaches the "country of wide

prairies and wider license" (247).

His boss tells him that,

given the lack of "suitable" white girls in the area, he
might consider "some half-breed girls, an' full-bloods too,
that ain't so bad comp'ny as you'd think" (247).

But to

Billy at first the girls seem unattractive and bad-tempered:
The girls were rather heavy-bodied, with large,
regular, and unresponsive faces.

They would not

talk to him when he called for a gourd of water
or asked to be allowed to rest in the shade of a
big liveoak.

(247)

Like the Sun they do not care for him and his aspirations,
nor about his thirst and exhaustion.

They just go about

their tasks.
Finally at "Cherokee Jake's" one day, Billy gains some
small favor from the daughter by helping her pen a calf.

On

the day that the prairie fires caused by the drought and the
high summer temperatures rage out of control, Billy rides
out only to find that the Jake family does not particularly
care that their dry-wood cabin is directly in the path of
the fire.

In fact the old man hurls Billy, who is trying to

chase the family out of the way, against the edge of the
cabin breaking his hip; then the old man rushes heedlessly
into the fire.

The daughter, compassionate for a moment,
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carries Billy to the spring.

Then she herself "disappears

in the crackling bed of flames" (249).
As in the myth of the Sun and her daughter, in this
story the men are not particularly in control of their lives
nor

their

destinies.

Billy

is

immature

and

often

incompetent, not the physically strong, self-confident hero
of

most

Westerns.

His

"romantic"

interest

attractive, not white, and not "sweet on him."

is

not

Jinnie Jake

is taciturn, almost surly, and more equipped for life on the
prairies than is Billy.

She is the physically strong one,

lifting the unconscious Billy over her shoulder and running
easily with him to the stream.
The

old

man

also

is

distinguished

only

by

his

fascination with the inexorable force and immensity of the
Sun-caused prairie fire.
beyond his will.

He seems drawn into it almost

The mother of the

tangential character in the story,

family

is only

a

but significantly she

escapes to the edge of the action, unharmed by the heat or
\l1rath of the fire.

Only the daughter here seems mature,

competent, and in control.

She chooses deliberately to run

into

Oskison's

the

conflagration;

character was perhaps

delineation

of

her

influenced by the mother-daughter

relationship in Cherokee myth where the daughter of the Sun
has more

than a

passing affinity

for

the

flames which
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otherwise to humans are a holocaust.
The Little Men, mentioned in the above myth of the Sun,
to whom humans must turn when they cannot figure out how to
cope with forces beyond their strength and intelligence are
also prominent in Cherolcee myth.

They are called, as Mooney

records, Anisga'ya Tsunsdi' and are associated with thunder
and lightning for their father is Kana' ti the great Thunder.
(248, 257)

They started out as mischievous, disobedient

sons whose father evades them out of exasperation;

but

eventually they mature as hero-twins do and come to the aid
of man when called upon.

There are other invisible people

or beings in Cherokee myth also.

Mooney writes that they

are called Nunne'hi or immortals,

"the people who live

anywhere," and are a race of spirit people who had numerous
townhouses.
They were invisible excepting when they wanted to
be seen, and then they looked and spoke just like
other Indians. . • . They were a friendly people
and

often

brought

lost

wanderers

to

their

townhouses under. the mountains and cared for them
there until they were rested and then guided them
back to their homes.

(331)

The Nunne'hi or immortals are not to be confused with the
Yunwi Tsunsdi' or the Little People who "are fairies, no
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larger in size than children" (331), and they in turn are
not to be confused with the Anisga'ya Tsundi' or Little Men.
At

any

rate

the

Cherokee

storyworld

is

populated with

invisible people and invisible little people who are for the
most part benevolent and helpful towards humans, but who
insist that the person who is helped never speak of his
encounters with the invisible ones.
Many of Oskison's stories feature a character who is a
"little person" in some sense of the word.

That character's

role is to help out the weaker characters of the novel and
then fade away, sometimes even die, return to invisibility
without proper acknowledgement or thanks.
nondescript characters in Oskison' s
"heroic"

deeds,

conventional

but

they

Westerns

have

are

not

stories perform the
heroic

and

interested

in

physical
and

in

established.

larger-than-life characters who win
strength

These almost

prowess.

constantly

the

They

sense

are

not

the day with their
Oskison

focusses

deformed, outcast, half-breed characters.

on

seems
these

most
aging,

Hanner t:he Runt

in "Only the Master Shall Praise" is a deformed half-breed
who gives up his own life for his brutish friend.
Efferts

in

"The

Quality

of

Mercy"

is

the

Mr.

small-town

newspaper editor, older and weaker than the dashing young
desperado,

Mr.

Dalton,

whom he

convinces

to

leave

the
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Territory.

"Simple Jim," newspaper editor of the Weekly

Roundup

squat,

is

near-sighted,

"racked

by

a

devilish

cough"; but he saves a tired woman's teen-aged son about to
turn to a life of crime in "out of the Night that Covers"
only to be shot and wounded himself by the Sheriff in the
effort.

And in "The Man Who Interfered" that same elderly

and bespectacled Jim Freeman fights with Wolf Harper who has
been abusing his Indian wife, Lizzie squirrel; but this is
a fight to the death and Jim Freeman dies.
Finally in "The Other Partner" published in Collier's
December 6,

1921,

Oskison creates the character of Alva

Woods, a "twisted little man" who is a law partner of Ben
Wardall.

Wardall calls him "twin to the immortal Topsy"

with "crossed eyes, dished face, knooby bald head, droop in
left shoulder,

mosqui to biceps,

warped sycamore saplin'

legs, an' the disposition of an angry centipede" (14).
Alva

saves

Ben's

marriage

and

reputation

through

But
a

complicated series of intellectual maneuvers with no gain to
himself but to fade back into the woodwork.

Alva's only

weapon is a secret file cabinet of cryptic and coded notes
which he makes on every person and transaction in town.
ultimately he uses these "formulas"

(e.g. Rw--312--3-19 24-

S-Pn) in his effort to save his friend.
James Mooney devotes almost one hundred pages in his
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Myths

of

the

Cherokee to

recording

"sacred formulas of the Cherokees."

and discussing

the

These formulas and

incantations cover every subject "pertaining to the daily
life and thought of the Indian, including medicine, love,
hunting,

fishing,

war,

self-protection,

destruction

of

enemies, witchcraft, the crops, the council, the ball play,
and in fact,

the whole of the ancient religion of the

Cherokees" (307).

The formulas were handed down orally from

"remote antiquity" until the priests of the tribe could put
them in writing in the mid-1800's.

It was common knowledge

among the Cherokee that such written incantations gave them
secret knowledge of other tribes, even of the white man whom
they had come up against

(313).

Mooney describes

the

language of the formulas as being full of "archaic and
figurative expressions, many of which are unintelligible to
the common people,

and some of which even the

shamans

themselves are now unable to explain" (343).
At the end of Oskison' s
Alva,

story "The Other Partner,"

like some of the shamans who have lost the key to

deciphering the ancient messages, also misreads his clues
and almost causes a disaster; but he discovers his error in
time and then burns his "seventy-two secret drawers" of
notes

(32).

Again

Oskison's

peculiar

twist

on

this

"Western" is that his hero is the obscure, twisted little
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man who uses secret formulas instead of guns and muscle.
Jean Radford writes in The Progress of Romance:

the

Politics of Popular Fiction that typical romances split the
characters

into

"heroines

and

villains,

good

and

bad

objects" which "relieves the reader of the struggle with
complexity" (17).

Here in Oskison's story it is difficult

to tell which are the heroes and which are the villains.

If

it is true, as Radford writes, that "popular fiction merely
reproduces

and

guarantees

"to

transmits
some

extent

ideology"
the

and

"Literature"

deconstruction

of

the

ideological" (6), then Oskison's story transcends the realm
of popular or sentimental fiction by deconstructing the
notion

of

competent

hero

facing

off

against

morally

ambiguous adversaries by combining all these qualities in
his feet-of-clay characters.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Articles and Essays

John Milton Oskison was a prolific, but now relatively
unknown, Native American author.
1895 with an essay

He began his career in

"A Trip to Yosemite Valley"

in his

hometown newspaper and with his first short story, "I Match
You,

You Match Me," published in the Stanford University

Sequoia.

For

the

next three decades,

he continued to

produce dozens of short stories, magazine articles, essays,
speeches, novels, and biographies.

From 1903 to 1906 he was

an exchange editor for the New York Evening Post; from 1907
to 1910 he was a special writer and associate editor for
Collier's Weekly, and from 1910 to 1912 he was a writer on
financial topics for certain syndicated newspapers.
for

its

characteristically

hard-hitting

Known

journalism,

Collier's was the country's leading public affairs magazine
and an important precursor of modern photojournalism with a
circulation

of

well

over

one

million.

Oskison

also

contributed frequently to other national magazines and to
many of the Indian newspapers and journals of that day.
corpus of Oskison' s

works,

The

to borrow Clifford Geertz' s
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phrase,

could

easily

symbolics of power."

be

labeled

"reflections

on

the

By virtue of his having lived when he

did, having written for the magazines for which he wrote,
and having participated actively in the cataclysmic national
and international events of that era, he deserves attention
as an important realist writer in the Lukacian sense.

He

attempted to be "articulate in the national voice," and his
words "arose from a history which is visibly in the making"-a criterion which George Lukacs says identifies important
social

spokesmen

Criticism,

(in

29).

In

Eagleton,
his

Marxism

writings,

and

Literary

particularly

his

journalism, Oskison transcribed the national values into a
semiotics

of

national

desires,

and

the

language

and

metaphors he used signify the discourses of expectations in
the early decades of twentieth-century America.
John Milton, whose mother Rachel crittenden Oskison,
was

of

Cherokee

descent,

was

Nation, on September 1, 1874.

born

at Vinita,

Cherokee

In an article, "The Road to

Betatakin," Oskison says that his father,

John Oskison,

pioneered, "fronting the West, along the California Emigrant
trail in '51" (393).

He attended Willie Halsell College at

Vinita before entering Stanford,
with a BA in 1898.

from which he graduated

He did graduate work at Harvard before

embarking on his career in journalism, which was interrupted
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by World War I.

He was a lieutenant in the National Army

from 1917 to 1918 and served in the American Expeditionary
Force in Europe from 1918 to 1919, as a correspondent and
relief distribution advisor.
next

to

Oskison's

1902

A bizarre bit of marginalia

article,

"Cherokee

Migration,"

proclaims him "Formerly a Rough Rider" and declares:
When the Spanish-American war broke out, John M.
Oskison joined the Rough Rider regiment and went
to the front.

He was seriously wounded in the

charge up San Juan hill and was taken to the U.
S. Hospital in New York for treatment.

Several

surgical operations were performed upon him, and
he is now in New York City doing journalist work,
but has never fully recovered from his wounds.
But lists of Rough Riders show that it was Richard Oskison,
his cowboy brother, who was one of the Rough Riders, injured
by Mauser rifle fire in the charge (Roosevelt, appendix).
Whether the ne\.,rspaper later printed a correction is not
known, but for John Milton Oskison during these war years,
having a certain mind set or fitting a certain image was
most important--it gave a certain energetic tone to his
articles.

Being a Rough Rider was a distinction that any of

his literary characters, at least, would have envied, so
perhaps he let the error ride.
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Oskison and Roosevelt shared certain appreciations.
Roosevelt was given to hero-worship of the aristocratic
athlete who could become the archetypical "American Army
Regular" commanding officer and who lived (and died) by the
sportsman's code of fair play.

"Nationalism, manliness, and

morality were qualities Roosevelt valued in literature as in
life" (Powell, 214).

These are some of the dominant themes

in Oskison's writing as well.
Oskison's

writings,

On the surface, at least, in

everything

Occidental,

everything

American anglophilic "never totters"; the "rights of the
father tongue never vacillate" (Barthes, Empire of Signs,
6).

He inherited his language from American capitalists and

military athletic fathers such as Theodore Roosevelt and in
that tongue made himself a father and a proprietor of a
culture

which

valorized

the

transformation

historical issues into easy rhetoric.

of

complex

But he also inherited

from his mothers and from the prairies of Indian Territory
the

Cherokee

counterculture

rhythms
of

the

and

myths

and

Indian running

a

sense

of

the

subversive to the

public language of the fathers in which he was forced to
write his articles.
The main genre of Oskison's early writings, starting
with his college work,

was the short story.

Even that

early, one voice in his fiction might be read as adamant and
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didactic:
passions

the social order must be preserved; primitive
(as well as primitives) must be disciplined and

schooled; vices such as gambling, drunkenness,
will surely be punished, while sacrifice,
hard work will be rewarded.

and sloth

diligence,

and

But these assertions can be

deduced after only a superficial reading and perhaps are not
oskison's own sentiments at all.

And there is the strangely

disconcerting awareness that in his short stories, often the
reward for the hero is not social order, but only some sort
of eternal reward, if that, for the dead non-heroic "hero."
For

instance,

in

his

story

"When

Grass

"primitive"-minded Indian girl rescues

Grew

a

Long, II

a

crippled young

cattle rustler from a prairie fire by throwing him into a
stream

after

knocking

him

unconscious,

then

sacrifices

herself by running back into the fire because there is no
room in the stream for two people.

And in "Only the Master

Shall Praise" a scrawny, again crippled cowpuncher allows
himself to be executed in place of a rough villainous friend
because the ruffian was the only one who had ever befriended
him.
Then, as finance editor for Collier's, Oskison began a
long

series

investing.

of

articles

on

borrowing,

lending,

He gave self-assured Puritanical,

and

work-ethic

advice, especially to women, against loan sharks, usurers,
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quack cures, and saloons.

In the middle of his article,

"New Way to Finance the Vacation," about how young women
workers pooled their money for a vacation fund, he implies
that vacations are wasteful:

"You see machinery (the human

machinery included) ought to be run steadily in order to
make it pay most, and certain penny-wise employers know that
vacation interruptions affect output even a few days after
the worker gets back on the job. • . . The good worker is
the one who never takes a vacation" (10).
His articles demonstrate a staunch belief in the moral
power of big institutions, Eastern cities, and the federal
government.

He writes that the U. S. Post Office will soon

have postal fraud entirely eliminated, that in New York the
"dollar is the honey-pot that draws the flies from Europe,"
and that "America means equality of citizenship--every man
has a vote" ("Why I Am An American" 212).

He was enthralled

by positions and possibilities of power,
politics and industry.

especailly in

He wrote often and admiringly of

Theodore Roosevelt and Herbert Hoover.

He wrote of Herman

Fraser, an oil refiner; Charles Martin Hall, an industrial
chemist;

and

Edward

Goodrich

Acheson,

an

industrial

researcher--calling them, in a telling metaphor, "Chemists
Who Became Kings."
been

achievements

He wrote, "[Their] achievements have
of

the

mind,

which

fortified

with
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scientific knowledge, projects itself beyond the things that
have been done to build new things . • • • [They] have turned
dreams into realities--not, indeed into words, but into the
mechanics of daily life that for all the future will make it
easier

for

men

to

live

in

comfort

and

that

will

permanently to the self-confidence of mankind" (315).

add
The

motifs of science, living in comfort, and assertive selfconfidence echo constantly in Oskison's words.
In

his

stories

and

in

his

industrial

and

social

articles, Oskison seems heavy-handedly in accord with the
"very movement of Western metaphysics," in which, as Roland
Barthes

intimates,

"every center

(Empire of Signs, 30).

is the site of truth"

All railroads and all roads lead to

the cities, and the center of Oskison's cities is always
full:

"a marked site.

It is here that the values of

civilization are gathered and condensed," spirituality seems
solidly centered in churches, power in offices, money in
banks,

merchandise

research labs.

in

department

stores,

knowledge

in

"To go to the center-city is to encounter

the social 'truth,' to participate in the proud plenitude of
'reality'" as Barthes has put it.
From 1914 to 1919 with much of the rest of the world
involved in pre-World War I conflicts and revolutions and
then with the War itself, and with America anticipating her
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own overseas

involvement,

literarily patriotic effort.

Oskison threw himself

into a

Impatient that no real naval

engagement had been fought by 1914, he had to imagine and
project a future scenario into his "What a Modern Sea Fight
Is Like," based on the 1905 Russian-Japanese sea battle.
Borrowing a scene, he ignores its horror in his impatience
for occasions of glory and honor about which to write:
ship was an inferno of fire and destruction.
was

silenced,

all

halyards burned,
waiting

in

leadership.
and

a

signal

apparatus

was

"The

Every big gun

gone,

the

flag

and the sailors were huddled in groups

stunned

silence

for

a

word

of

cheerful

• . • They began at last to feel their hurts,

'the dreadful

noise of deep sighs and half-stifled

groans was audible in the close air.'"

But they rally with

the appearance of their courageous commanding officer.

with

chagrin Oskison concludes his article, "We are waiting for
such a thing as happens only once or twice in a hundred
years
.
" (90 ,91)
As Paul Fussell writes in The Great War and Modern
Memory:
No man in the prime of life knew what war was
like.

All imagined that it would be an affair of

great marches and great battles, quickly decided.
• But the Great War took place in what was
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compared to ours, a static world, where the values
appeared

stable

abstractions

and

seemed

where

the

permanent

Everyone knew what Glory was,
meant.

meanings
and

of

reliable.

and what Honor

(9)

Oskison's war-time rhetoric

(and,

for that matter,

what seems to be his peace-time rhetoric) was already set
adrift

without

his

knowing

it.

It

was

rootless,

an

anachronism because it was so indicative of the myopia of
the

times.

Reality was

always

so much harsher.

wasteland of modern existence was already upon him,

The
yet

Oskison continued apparently to write anthems to the thencurrent ideologies.

The languages and devices Oskison found

to hand were, as Terry Eagleton writes. "already saturated
with

certain

ideological

modes

of

perception,

codified ways of interpreting reality" (26-27).

certain
Eagleton

remarks that the personal genius of an author determines
whether he can modify or remake those languages and whether
at that point in history "ideology"
languages can be changed.
Oskison was

further

is such that those

Lacking great personal genius,

hampered

by

the

fact

that popular

sentiment clung to and still demanded romantic and fatuous
rhetoric.
By January 1915, Oskison was able to write about actual
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relevant naval conflicts even though,

ironically,

he was

forced to write that so far the young heroes are Germans.
In "The Record of Naval Conflicts," he writes of CaptainLieutenant

otto

Weddigen,

the

young

German

officer

in

command of U-9, who had told the story of his cruise and
attack:
More than 200 miles from her base U-9 sighted,
through the five feet of periscope showing above
the water, three British cruisers that seemed big
enough game for the ambitious captain Weddigen.
He is only 31 years old, and was married the day
before he set out to find some of the enemy's
ships to blow up.

This most daring exploit of the

whole campaign is described by Captain Weddigen
himself

[who then returns to his base]

to be

greeted happily by his young wife and to learn
that the Kaiser had conferred upon him the Iron
Cross of the First and Second order.

(346-347)

In this long article, Captain Weddigen's exploits are
quoted at length, winning him, from oskison, a great deal of
back-handed applause.
"tallies the score":

At the end of the article Oskison
"So far, the hidden, tide-s"lUng mine

has taken first prize in the grand international game of
'whittling

down

the

enemy's

sea

strength.'

Next

in
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effectiveness

have

been

the

commerce-destroying cruiser,

submarine

and

the

swift,

while the torpedo boat has

shown itself a bad fourth" (346-347).

Again, Paul Fussell

points out that journalists rehabilitated and applied to
these news events phrases which had the

I

advantage of

familiar sportsmanlike, Explorer Club overtones, suggesting
that what was happening was not foo far distant f.rom playing
games, running races, and competing in a thoroughly decent
way" (9).
In "How You Can Help Feed and Clothe the Belgians,"
Oskison's "destiny is manifest .. again, to use Barthes' term,
as he proclaims America's mission, "America's job," to raise
and send to Belgium $5,000,000 a month for an unspecifiable
number of months.

"It is America's duty," he says, and he

assures us that the American commission has vowed to "keep
the diplomatic channels open and neither Germany nor England
will interfere with ships or barges bearing our label • . .
We will relieve the distress" (276).
By 1919 Oskison finds himself in word and in deed
"Back-Firing Against Bolshevism" in a correspondent's piece
sent to outlook magazine by "Lieutenant John M. Oskison."
(Incidentally, Outlook could brag in 1919 that "100,000
people subscribe to The Outlook because it's edited on the
absurd principle that human beings have brains.")

Fussell
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\..rrites that only "correspondents willing to file wholesome,
optimistic copy were permitted to visit France,
these were seldom allowed near the line" (87).
always apparently optimistic.
back-firing

against

and even

Oskison was

He writes,

"We're really

You

are

Bolshevism.

fellows

all

familiar with the old Western method of stopping a prairie
fire?

I imagine most of us have seen it in operation.

Now

let me show you how it applies to our job down here."

The

article describes the American Relief effort as a "backfire" set to counter the propaganda fires of Bolshevism.
Oskison

enthuses

Commission:

on

behalf

of

the

American

Relief

"We can bring Governments to an understanding

of one another and can in a sense guarantee the performance
of contracts.
Council

Through the power granted by the Supreme War

in the matter of transportation control we can

assure square dealings between the states in the use of
railway equipment.

Again my apologies to the Officer who

presided at this conference if I have put into his mouth
things he did not say.

I have, at least, tried to quote the

sUbstance of his talk" 5-10, 511.
The members of the American Relief Administration were
not the only people into whose mouths Oskison put words.

As

a long-time self-established spokesman for the Indian, he
had often,

as Michel Foucault would say,

"committed the
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indignity

of

speaking

(Lauguage 209).
and

financial

for

others,"

however

sincerely

From 1902 on, concurrent with his political
writings,

Oskison

was

also

contributing

stories and articles regularly to journals and newspapers.
His was a complicated stance which barely accommodated the
actual native American situation.
how the Indians should be;
integrated

into

Instead Oskison wrote of

in his agenda they would be

mainstream

society,

intermarried

with

whites, boarding-school educated, and diligently working on
farms and in stores.
often,

especially

in

He recognizes his own Indian blood
contexts

of

Indian

caucuses,

at

Carlisle commencements, and in Indian print media; but he
rarely acknowledges any tribal-cultural identity.

He writes

constantly of the abundant opportunities awaiting the "red
man" if, in fact, it is inevitable that he must give up his
Indianness

and

conform

to

white

social

and

economic

standards.

In 1902 in "The President and the Indian:

Rich

opportunity for the Red Man," he quotes President Roosevelt:
'" In portions
Roosevelt,

of

the

Indian Territory,'

says

President

'the mixture of blood has gone on at the same

time with progress in wealth and education, so that there
are plenty of men with varying degrees of purity of Indian
blood who

are absolutely

indistinguishable

in point of

social, political, and economic ability from their white
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associates. ' "

And Oskison seems to approve:

"There the

problem is working itself out in an interesting way; and
there the government has labored long to make the transition
from

tribal

superstition

and

prejudice

citizenship as smooth as possible."
actually

neutral;

he

credi ts

the

to

national

But his approval is
effort,

but

does

not

endorse the results.
In 1903 in "The Outlook for the Indian" in Southern
Workman, he writes confidently that now that the races have
come to know each other better and have "laid aside the old
distrust and fear, we hear those who are qualified to speak
with authority say that the next inevitable step is the
complete absorption of the Indian into the white race,"
which will result in an "ultimate amalgamation of the bro."
This is an idea that is "worth considering.

The sooner all

the foolish talk abou the impossiblity of uniting the two
people ceases, the better."

Oskison is a man of moderation;

he advocates "considering" negotiations and dialogue.

He

knows the destruction radical militancy or foolishness on
both sides precipitates.

He suggests appealing to the

"manhood of the individual rather than the tribe," and then
schools will begin to produce hard-working boys and girls
who could, if they so chose, "become wives of white men."
When their numbers have increased, the statistics will "mean
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that

the

Indian problem,

so

far

as

the

tribes

of

the

Territory are concerned, is being solved by extinguishing
the

"Indian"

specif ic

as an artificial cate:gory and merging the

individual

competitors"

all

the

"with

his

better

to

prosperous commonwealth" (270-271).

white
produce

neighbors
a

"rich

and
and

What Oskison was hoping

for, was to enable individuals, especially those already in
his audience, to make their own choices on individual levels
about their own futures and not be pushed aside by the
powerful machinery of "progress."
In

an

article

"The

Indian

in

the

Professions,"

published in The Red Man at Carlisle, he explains that his
business or profession is writing and editing.

He writes,

"In my small way, I've tried to make myself an interpreter
to the world, of the modern, progressive Indian" (201).

For

Native American spokespeople from Samson Occom and William
Apess to the very present,
almost impossible tack to

it has been a thankless and
"interpret to the world"

the

Indian, especially, perhaps, the "progressive" Indian.

In

light of Oskison's 1912 apology, we can easily see in his
earlier articles his determination to see, and hopefully to
enable the country to see, as Indians, as worthy "red men,"
the "modern, progressive" individual, not to see as "Indian"
only the romanticized, noble red man which is perhaps an
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image more imprisoning than even negative images.

Earlier,

in June 1907, he had written an article called "Making an
Individual of the Indian" in which he declares:
A new series of Indian portraits is needed.

The

"noble red man" of Fenimore Cooper and of Catlin,
the fierce figure in warpaint and feathers, lost
his romantic interest when he was confined to a
reservation and fed on rations.

He became of no

more interest than any other stall-fed creature.
Admiration of the untamed savage gave way to
contempt for the dirty beggar in the streets and
under the car windows.

Now the stall-fed

reservation dweller has been supplanted in turn
by

the

new

man,

Indian

only

in

blood

and

traditions, who is stepping up to take his place
in the life of the west.

The pictures that are

to represent the new Indians will include a shorthaired, dark-faced man dressed in black slouch
hat, dingy white cotton shirt, blue overalls, and
hobnailed shoes. (723)
Oskison wants to expand the repertoire of images of the
Indian to include the dignified traditional, the hardworking
farmer and laborer, and the well-educated professional.
this effort, Oskison was well-advanced of his time.

In
The
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above description is meant to be reassuring, perhaps to both
audiences; but the price that has been paid and has yet to
be paid in human pride and cultural loss is evident and
bitter.

Oskison goes on in the same article to describe a

country fair at the Rosebud School.

The prizes were "a

clock

and

for

owning

the

best

improved

best

equipped

allotment on the reservation; a watch for showing the best
collection of domestic animals; a lamp as evidence of being
the

best

housekeeper

and

cook;

a

spade

for

the

best

vegetable grower; a file to sharpen his plowshare to the man
who

has

the

largest

area

of

cultivated

land

on

his

allotment; a jack-knife to the grower of the largest melon;
and "a dollar in cash went to Alice Search-the-Enemy because
she was judged to be the prettiest girl in camp" (726).

The

very prizes themselves--a clock, a watch, a lamp, a spade,
a file, and a dollar in cash--are indices of the choices
that the officials at the Rosebud School made to represent
advancement and the superstructure of power.

They, too,

were caught in that superstructure and for better or worse
were

trying to ease

others

into that

system.

Oskison

reported those signs and leaves it to the reader to take
them at face value and also to see the irony of the choices.
It

is

espcially

officials

at

the

dismal,
Rosebud

perhaps,
School

that
had

by

already

those

necessity

to
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associate cash payments with beauty, clocks and plows with
accomplishment.

Oskison is in the difficult position of

having to report, by omission, on the loss of specific and
unique tribal cultures and on the tribal person as a shadow
or

even sometimes poor

second of his

counterpart in white society.

or her

potential

At that same county fair he

saw that "even the Indian women are producing lace quite as
beautiful as any made in Italy," and that the "Navajo women
retain their old skill in making blankets, though they can
hardly hope to rival in brilliancy of color and weirdness of
design the output of the 'real Navajo blanket' factories of
New Jerseyll

(727).

And he notes that one of the most

important contributions of Charles Dagenett, a Peoria Indian
who

served

as

Albuquerque,

supervisor

of

Indian

employment

at

is his "knack of making the Navajo workmen

understand that they are more efficient than the available
white hobo laborer in the West, and that they can get better
wages" (728).
Oskison's seeming ambivalence about his own Indian
blood is apparent in the rhetoric of his April 1912 address
at the Carlisle commencement.
Oskison
sentence,

affirms

his

struggles

Indian
to

In his opening sentence,
identity

articulate

affinities with tribal peoples:

and,
his

in

the

same

position

and

"My friends,

I

am an
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Indian; I was born and raised among them; but it has taken
me a long time to figure out a satisfactory explanation of
my

interest

in' them.

Naturally,

we are not very much

interested in people we are familiar with.

I

find this

interest growing all the time"

is

eager to

(396).

He

applaud and to pUblicize the "Indians in the professions,"
as he had in his earlier article with that title in which he
describes,
lawyers,

or alludes to, a dozen or so Indian dentists,

doctors,

engineers,

wealth or influence.

and veterinarians and their

He writes, "Conscientious, thorough

training, character, hard work--the formula for success in
the professions, is simple.

I believe the average Indian

would rather work his brains than his hands.
accounted our misfortune.

That has been

I think it will be our salvation.

There is room for us in the professions; there is a wide
market for brains" (204).

When he writes of "brains" and

professional success, Oskison uses the plural pronoun "our,"
but it should be remembered to whom he is speaking and
writing--usually

audiences

of

Native

Americans

who

are

already in schools, who will be moving in public spaces, and
who will, again for better or worse, act as role models and
examples for the peoples of their tribes.
In

1914

The

Quarterly

Journal

of

the

society

of

American Indians published an address Oskison had delivered
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before

the

Third

Annual

Conference

American Indians at Denver.

of

the

Society

of

Calling the address "Acquiring

a Standard of Value," Oskison is still articulating at the
interfaces of cultures an ethic of materialism, wealth, and
power.

He even pleads for successful capitalist advisors to

train Indians in the "third-world ll areas of this nation:
The Indian wins success--and I am thinking more
especially of material success--by coming into
contact with people who can give him a standard.
I

don't

care

especially to

see these

Indians

squatting out in their picturesque rigs when the
trains come in, and all that, but they do get a
chance to acquire a standard of value.

As soon

as an Indian can get close to a standard of value
and can adopt it, he loses his prehistoric idea
concerning value.

• .

. It is difficult, and it

will be for a considerable time, for these Indians
who are merging,
dealing is.

to learn exactly what square

They are apt to overdevelop that

bargaining instinct and become rather oriental in
character.

There

is

a

great

opportunity

for

someone who knows that square dealing is commercial, legal, more, to elaborate standards, so that
the Indians can understand.

(47)
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Throughout all of these articles, Oskison has tried to
mediate

between

the

dominant

Anglo

voice

of

power,

individual dominance, and chauvinistic, mainstream Americana
which he knew so well and in which he could spea]c fluently
and

the

tribal

voice

which

was

being

silenced

and

marginalized, but in which he was also fluent and with which
he was sympathetic and protective.
In 1914 he
magazine

describing

southwest.
of

began a

series

excursions

of
he

articles

for

outing

took

the

desert

to

One might read these articles looking for hint.s

sensitivity

to

realities

other

than

wealth

and

competition for power, especially since he was writing from
the desert, a place of great natural beauty and great open
spaces almost emptied of the presence of man.

In these

articles he often does appear to be the man of the city that
he was.

In the

article,

"with Apache

Deer-hunters

in

Arizona," he writes of how uncivilized and how uncomfortable
it is.

Yet he records a deer-hunting trip with Dr. Carlos

Montezuma, a well-known Yavapai activist.

In "The Road to

Betatakin" he and a friend set off to find and explore some
isolated cliff dwellings.

Finally, after a long climb, they

come upon Betatakin, and Oskison writes, "Dead silence, and
a sort of terror--what is called awe,

I suppose--for the

first minute! Then, quietly, we scrambled up the last few
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hundred feet of vague trail to the lovely dripping spring
which issues from under the foot of the ruins."

His friend,

Martin, exclaims, "Why, these people--think of living here,
in a frame like this t "--perhaps meaning that the silence and
the vast panorama were too intimidating for comfortable
da.ily existence of modern city-dwellers such as they and
perhaps

admitting his

awe

at

considering the

spiritual

strength of those ancient dwellers upon the land.
voice,

however,

shouted.

soon

awakens

a

01

splendid

echo;

Martin's
and

we

Up the curving vault to the top of the great arch

rolled their reverberations and dropped again,

until

it

seemed to me that the sound must carry half across Arizona"
(622,

623).

temptation

certainly these two men cannot resist the
to

make

themselves

heard--a

metaphor

for

Oskison's own life project not only for himself but also for
the silenced Native Americans whose cause had become his
own.
Then Oskison describes the end of their meal, a moment
perhaps as egocentric as the shout out across the landscape:
"At the very end of our meal we simply had to leave two
luscious half-slices of peaches in the can, which we sent
rolling under a cedar u,

(399).

Perhaps it was a T,lhite man

such as this whom the Osage writer John Joseph Mathews had
in mind in Wah'Kon-tah when he wrote:
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There had never been any reason for lack of food,
except that the ubiquitous
inscrutable

desire

to

white man,

proclaim

slaughtered wild life.

his

in his

presence,

The great stretches of

prairie and the wild blackjack hills seemed to
inspire in him a consciousness of his inferiority,
and he shouted his presence and his worth to the
silent world that seemed to ignore him.

Where the

Indian passed in dignity, disturbing nothing and
leaving nature as he had found her, with nothing
to record his passage, except a footprint or a
broken twig, broken twig, the white man plundered
and wasted and shouted.

(57)

Or perhaps Mathews's sentiments apply to the behavior of the
Navajos I observed last year at the Tribal Fair in Window
Rock, Arizona, the Navajo capital.

After the parade the

entire parade route was littered,

even piled with dirty

disposable diapers, empty cans, paper napkins and plates,
garbage

and

overwhelms
Oskison was

waste.

Perhaps

civilization

even the most earth-sensi ti ve

literally

among us,

only demonstrating his youthful

and

exuberance,

unthinking as it might have been.
In Oskison's writings,

it is easy to read a strong

drive to constitute himself in all times and in all places,
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as Roland Barthes would say, "as the assimilating center of
the infinite, to swell the lungs, and to puff up the chest
to make sure of [his] ego" (Empire of Signs, 107).
author,

according to Barthes,

Such an

ironically underwrites the

history of his own personal obscurity at the very moment he
capsulizes
nation

in his writings the politics and powers his

imagines

for

itself.

Clifford

Geertz

in

"The

Politics of Meaning" recommends "understanding how it is
that every people gets the politics it imagines for itself"
as an intriguing goal for readers.
Between

the

political

stream

life

and

But Geertz writes:

of

events

the

web

of

that

make

beliefs

up
that

comprises a culture it is difficult to find a
middle term.

On the one hand, everything looks

like a clutter of schemes and surprises; on the
other, like a vast geometry of settled judgements.

What joins such a chaos of incident to

such a cosmos of sentiment is extremely obscure,
and how to formulate it is even more so.

(311,

313)
Oskison was earnestly engaged in trying to find that
middle

term,

especially

since

he

saw

firsthand

the

consequences of trying to maintain an absolute distance and
difference

between

tribal

and Anglo

cultures.

He

was
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troubled by the dilemma, and he realized that "the edges
were blurred" or at least being blurred if they were not
always already indistinct where cultures touch and try to
interact.

His judgements may appear to some readers to be

settled, and it may appear that he advocates assimilation
indiscriminately. His journalistic tone sounds so confident
and brightly optimistic, his spirit so naively bright that
we might dub him a "singer" of the semiotics of power.

But

if we read everything that he wrote and take his corpus as
a whole,

we begin to hear the darker tones of

irony,

reservation, and doubt that progress and assimilation is as
optimistic as some purport it to be.

Oskison was aware of

the differences in tribal cultures--from the long tradition
of acceptance of progress and intercultural mixing of the
Cherokee to the long tradition of isolation and aloofness of
some of the tribes of the Southwest and of every possible
combination inbetween.
Oskison's

America was

The position of Native Americans in
not

a

monolithic

Oskison was well aware of the complexities.
is evident in his writings.

situation,

and

This awareness

He was also at home in the

national world of commerce and journalism,

even in the

international world of wars, travel, and logistics.

These

diversities were explicit in his own biological and personal
background.

What he wrote could only be mandated by his own
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experiences and perceptions.

For that reason, what he wrote

is far more complex than can be explained by an easy reading
of an article or two, a single short story or novel.
Jean Radford writes in The Progress of the Romance that
popular discourses "naturalise" the ideologies they contain,
thus delivering "uniform, unambiguous, and non-contradictory
messages" (6).

But what seems to be popular discourse in

Oskison's essays is, in fact, filled with contradictions and
ambiguities hiding both the "truth" of his message and the
thinking of the man himself.
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CHAPTER SIX
Conclusions

Jane Tompkins in west of Everything:

the Inner Life of

Westerns writes that "half the pleasure of Westerns comes
from [a] sense of familiarity, spliced with danger . . . .
You feel you have a

stake in how the event will unfold

because you know the territory" (25).

But readers of John

Oskison's short stories--his Westerns--cannot in a single
story predict its twists and turns nor its outcome.
stories subvert the conventions that are used,
stories ignore the conventions altogether.

The

and some

Tompkins writes

that the "Western answers the domestic novel.

It is the

antithesis

dominated

of

the

cult

of

domesticity

that

If the Western

American Victorian culture.

.

pointedly repudiates the cult of domesticity, it is because
it seeks to marginalize and suppress the figure [the woman]
who stood for those ideals" (39).

Oskison's short stories

ignore the Protestantism and Victorian domesticity as well
as the brutal, macho heroisn prevalent in standard Westerns.
They consider a worldview foreign or outside of both of
these major motifs in Westerns.

Their heroes are marginal,
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silent figures who make almost no mark on the landscape or
the consciousness of the other characters and \l1ho fade
willingly into obscurity.
fight

to

In standard westerns the heroes

save the women with whom they almost always

disagree about the necessity for violence, but without which
civilization would not ultimately be possible.

In Oskison's

stories no one fights, or fights only rarely and grudgingly,
to save the half-breed characters who populate the stories
and whose presence is not obviously necessary for
survival of white civilization.

the

In fact it is the half-

breed who, metaphorically, threatens civilization while at
the same time demonstrating the more fundamentally moral
code.
Tompkins writes that because the Western genre is "in
revolt against a Victorian culture where the ability to
manipulate language confers power, the Western equates power
with 'not-language.' And not-language it equates with being
male" (55).

Thus Western heroes are characterized by being

taciturn and stoic, never letting on about how they feel.
Oskison's main characters are often the poets or writers of
the Territory, the actuaries, the lonely little men who give
up their lives for a kind word or gesture.
most

silent

and

stoic

characters

are

the

sometimes his
females

who

transcend Victorian paradigms and figure more prominently as
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mythological avatars, incarnations of Cherokee motifs.
Finally Tompkins suggests that
the harshness

of

the Western

landscape

is

so

rhetorically persuasive that an entire code of
values is in place, rock solid. • • . So the
desert is the classic Western landscape.
It is a tabula rasa on which man can write, as
if for the first time, the story he wants to live.
The

s~tting

by its hardness and austerity seems

to have selected its heroes from among strong men
in the prime of life.

(73;74)

Oskison's characters respond also to the land, but his
landscapes are not always the stark deserts with their
monoli thic rock monuments but are often the more gentle
scrub oak and blackjack forests of Oklahoma Territory, the
familiar ranches and prairies,
knew.

and the Indian cabins he

His characters often lead hard lives, but they are

not "strong men in the prime of life."

His characters do

not necessarily in arrogance write their own stories, but
live the lives whose narratives have been recycled from bits
and pieces of the traditional myths.
Rather

than

being numbed by violence,

as

Tompkins

asserts is the condition preferred by readers of Westerns
(218), readers of Oskison's stories are more likely to be
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engaged by the novelty of encountering the unlikely halfbreed as protagonist, unhorsed and unheroic.
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